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UNION MUGS

Dear Editors,

It appears that the Union has about as

much environmental consciousness as

Lang Hancock or Bfelke-Peterson. Des

pite representations over a year ago, the

Union still finds it necessary to sell food
at the

-

Health Food Bar on paper plates;

a practice obviously detrimental to the

preservation of forest resources. To add

salt to the wound, the Refectory has

recently found it 'necessary 'to sell

coffee and tea in polystyrene cups. As

well as the obvious advantages of
china cups in conserving scarce petro
chemicals and eliminating large quantit
ies of unnecessary refuse, all would agree

that a china cup is both more aesthetic

ally and factually pleasing. The use

of plastic cups at concerts also has little

to recommend it. Whilst these instances

may appear unimportant, they are symp

tomatic of the Union 's whole attitude

to packaging.

Surely it is time for the Union to

examine its whole
'

philosophy concerning

the dispensing and packaging of its fast

food services. At present it appears the

Union is prepared to sacrifice ecological

responsibility for a minimal and dubious

cost saving.

Yours sincerely,

Gordon Taylor.

PEACE DAY

Dear Editors,

Your article about the Peace

March and Rally of August 9 provided
some useful comment on the talks

given at the rally. I would like to clar

ify a few relevant points.

The march and rally were organ
ised by a local peace group, Canberra

Peacemakers. Many of those who

sang) read poems or spoke at the rally

have been active in Canberra Peace

makers, including John Ball, Laurie

Shane, David Pumell, Meredith Petro

nella, John Buchanan, Bobi Meyer and

Teremoana Bellwood. In addition,

Dorothy Green was specifically invit

ed by Canberra Peacemakers to speak
at the rally.

Several other individuals or

groups asked to speak at the rally.

These were John Kelly on his own be

half Megan Hillier on behalf of the

Raja Yoga Centre and Jim Anderson

from the 2X X Gay Programme. At

the rally it was not made clear that

these individuals had not previously
been involved with Canberra Peacemak

ers and that Canberra Peacemakers did

not necessarily endorse their views. In

particular, John Kelly's speech and

his 'Charter of Neutrality'
- which

you reported in detail - are not nec

essarily endorsed by Canberra Peace

makers.

Canberra Peacemakers tries to

help bring about peace by supporting

grassroots efforts to
—

e-cpose the dangers of nuclear

war and arms buildups;
— disarm and convert military

production to serve human needs;
—

oppose foreign military bases

in Australia;
—

oppose uranium mining and

nuclear power;
— promote the use of nonviol

ent methods for social change
Some of the major areas of

activity in Canberra Peacemakers

have been nonviolent action training,

the study and promotion of non

violent defence, preparing for speak
ing on issues of war and peace, and

supporting campaigns for Nuclear

Free Pacific.

Canberra Peacemakers has no

dogmatic policy, and the orientation

of its activities reflects the interests

and initiatives of its members. Meet

ings are held every Monday at 1 pm

at the Environment Centre, off King

sley Street. All are welcome to

attend.

Brian Martin

for Canberra Peace

makers.

MAXIMUM SEX

Dear Editors,

Christians & Sex? they don 't mix, or

do they? Josh McDowell thinks so in

the film, screened on Tuesday September
16th by Student Life, called 'The Sec

ret of Loving ', and now so do I.

I was good to see honest opinion, for
a change, on these issues of love and sex

which seem to dominate a lot of discuss

ion on this campus (e.g. 'Liberals on

Sexuality', Woroni 'Wimmin's' issue

etc.). To me it seems thai some sectors

of the student community are using

these issues just as am eans o f giving

themselves a plug and gaining popularity

and/or support from the rest of the

students. (' Liberals on Sexuality'?)

However, the film, 'The Secret of
Loving', presented the role of sex in a

relationship as it should be, in its

right perspective, logically and analy
tically; and I'm sure would have

given the Liberals or the Women's

Group or anybody else something to

seriously think about. In fact, I would

be very interested in hearing what these

groups thought of the film since they
are so concerned about sex on campus

(or did they bother to send represent
atives there to find out what God had

to say on this matter?)
I congratulate Josh McDowell on a

very thought provoking and factual
lecture on how Christians have the

potential to experience maximum sat

isfaction in a sexual relationship. (Can
the Liberals or Women 's group claim

that?).

Yours sincerely ,

Ian Weeks

ANOTHER MUG

Dear Editors,

In your last 'Woroni' ( Vol. 32, No. 12)

tucked away in the bottom right hand

comer of page 5 was a notice regarding

the election of a S.A. Regional Organis
er for the A. U.S. After eagerly reading

through the speeches in National Stud

ent (Sept. 8 1980) I was bitterly disapp
ointed to find no A.C.T. representative.

Just exactly what gives? Are we part of
N.S. W. or do we have no R.O. at all

(Yes I know Louise Tarrant is AUS

Secretary but surely that means assist

ing to run A US not helping ACT stud

ents). If we do have a representative,

how often do we vote and when do

we vote?

Also in the last 'Woroni' was a pictor

ial and poem about some Bush Week

activities. The poem seemed to be an

attempt to show how disgusting and

perverse some of the university popul
ation is.

In the same issue was ano ther

generally condemning the way the

court and police have treated the W.A.R.

marchers of ANZAC day. Throughout
the year 'Woroni' has regularly published

articles which seem in essence to call

for greater public acceptance of homo

sexuality
- It is HIGHLY HYPOCRITIC

AL first to sanction W.A.R. and homo

sexuals and generally call for acceptance

of people whom merely think and do

things differently and then to turn ar

ound and abuse the 'ockers 'for doing

what they do.

Isn 't it everyone's right to choose

how they wish to act and think. Sure

some of the ocker attitudes are sexist

(but that's not the issue here) but

isn 't it their right to get pissed and

throw up just as it is a lesbian 's right to

prefer women? So I hereby name the

editors as bigots and hope for the

student good, that they will curb

this attitude in the future. For that

Bush Week article I award 1/100.

Schooner Wentworth.

Dear Schooner

that ocker attitudes are sexist

is just the issue that was being pres

ented. Most people get pissed and

throw up, and they are perfectly en

titled to do so, but when these

'activities' oppress wimmin, by
the accompaniment of derogatory

jokes, songs, exclusion of wimmin

except for pornographic 'entertai-

nment', and praise of mysoginist .

values etc., etc., ad nauseum, they

must be fought.

We feel quite justified in including

the above page, as the photos and

poem were all submitted by stud

ents (who happened also, to be

men) therefore we are obliged to

print them.

The Ecis

editorial

Dear Readers, ,

It's fantastic to be back with you
again. We're not going to waste too

much of your time here
.... this iss

ue speaks: for itself A reminder that

polling for the S A elections begins
'

.

next week. Please vote!
.

v

.

Woroni Volume 32 Number 13 October 2, 1980. Published by Louise Tarrant for the ANU Students' Association

Editoral Collective: Greg Falk, Nick Gillard, Sandy Tiffin

with thanks to Val, Mark,. Deej Tim, Bronwyn, Jeff -.

This issue wouldn 't have happened
without Peta and Di, who have a

great deal to put up with!

SEXISM 1

Dear Sirs and Madam,

I have just finished reading the

'wimmins
'

issue o f Woroni. It took me

ten minutes to do so, ten minutes which

I could have more constructively spent

cleaning my ears. I have some comments
on this 28 page newspaper paid for with
M11J

On my calculations this issue of Woroni, .

dedicated to women (not wimmin, such

creatures do not exist) cost at least $600.
A s far as I and many o thers are concerned

this represents a $600 handout to a small

group of people with dubious ideological
convictions and smelly armpits. I trust

that soon there will appear a 'Northern

Molonglo Caber Tossers and Riverwiden

ers' issue and that even the 'Burley

Griffin Duck Hunters and Toothpick
Sharpeners

'

will be allowed their say. It

is absurd and wasteful to allow a small

and insignificant group ofbigotted

extremists to produce an issue of Woroni,

a paper which is supposed to be a forum
for a 1 1 studen t opin ion.

From an aesthetic viewpoint the

'Wimmins' issue was a failure. I will

grant that it is not easy to produce satis

fying layout, but the no-doubt charm

ing females responsible appear to have

taken a positive relish in offending every

fundamental common-sense principle

of good layout. The childish graphic on

the back page serves my point, as does

finding four different fonts in headlines

on the one page.

My final comment on the 'wimmins'

issue is its lack of originality. Every
'women 's 'paper I have picked up in the

last three years has had the same frantic

mish-mash of rape, abortion, lesbianism,

sexism, and oppression paranoia. These

creatures ( wimmin ) may have some valid

points to make but when each successive .

volley in their media bombardment is a

carbon copy of some obscure original
then quite frankly I think it 's time they
were silent. Unless these frenzied little

girls have something new or valid to say
let them rest.

Yours sincerely,

Robert Lake.

MORE LETTERS

ON PAGE 5
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BASIL

Basil Yakimov, standing as an indep
endent candidate for Fraser against
Ken Fry, is a real right-to-lifer. With
his electoral information he's sent

out a copy of a letter he wrote to The
Canberra Times, which didn't get pub
lished. In it he advised 'those mothers

contemplating abortion' to 'go visit
a nursery and witness life that was

allowed to be born and not murdered

by way of ABORTION (his emphasis).
Witness birth in the labour ward arid

not by watching some gruesome film
For this great experience you will be

grateful for the rest of your life.'

Like Lusher he wants to stop the
spending of 'millions of our taxes on

free Abortion'. 'We could spend the
abovementioned millions on educating
society, on centres where expecting
mothers could be cared for and pro
tected after the birth of the child

—

to aljow the mother the choice of
keeping or giving the baby to foster

parents.' This is not the freedom of

choice that feminists are talking about!
To top it off the letter was sign

ed Lawrence Yakimov (new born son)'
Ludmilla Yakimov (mother) Basil Yaki
mov (father).

So concerned is he about 60,000
abortions in Australia that he forgets
the thousands of wanted, born child
ren or-adolescents or adults who die

daily from malnutrition and bad
water supplies. Foreign Aid gets no

mention in his platform, instead he
says ''Economically, we Aussies must

look after ourselves, let us be number

one before anyone else '.

More to the point, as a refugee
from Stalinism, he has the sort of
anti-communist paranoia which in
fact threatens life in two ways. He
calls for 'Higher defence spending
... Australia must become a major
semi-superpower and lead our region
of influence ...

in opposing comm

unist aggression' The arms race is the

major threat to life today. If atomic

weapons are used, they will devastate
the Earth and even conventional weap
ons claim lives every day. Secondly,
even if they are not used, the spend
ing on arms is taking scarce

resources like tax dollars and scientif
ic researchers, and this is the major
blockage in the way of development
projects which could improve the life

of millions of poor people, who will

die if their basic needs are not met.

Voters who are concerned about

preserving and improving women's
access to abortion will have to be

sure to give their last vote to B.A.
Yakimov.

Outline

TRANSNATIONALS

Various examples have recently proved
that the transnational corporations do
not confine their operations only to

the economic field. The well-known in
volvement of the ITT in the overthrow
of the Allende Government is only a

part of an iceberg, the immense major
ity of which remains submerged, con

ucamiy uic duuviiy ui uic mui uuanui i

als in encouraging coups d'etat, destab

ilizing campaigns and blackmailings of
those governments that have embarked

upon the path of political sovereignty
and control of their own natural re

sources. Inside the industrialized capit
alist countries themselves they act in a

way which takes into account only
their profits, to the detriment of the
consumer.

On the world-wide level, the
transnationals earn about 200 billion

dollars a year by exploiting the
wealth of the so-called Third World,
where they control almost 40% of the
total industrial production and approx

imately 50% of all the extraction ind

ustries.

This means that at this time, which
is characterized by the rapid scientific

and technological development essential

for socio-economic progress, the trans

nationals are aware of the important
role played by education in order to

maintain and foment hypothetical mod

els of economic development which
will allow them to continue obtaining
fabulous profits.

In the capitalist countries, they
have inevitably begun to exert consid
erable influence over the development
of higher education. The adoption of

broad concessions in the field of tax

es and the assigning of subsidies to

the transnationals in the capitalist

countries were accompanied by the
intensified planning of education, which
was also in their interest.

The transnationals themselves
have carried out broad investment activ
ities in the universities and other high
er schools. This has frequently taken
the form of direct subisdies for specif
ic courses, as well as for a broad var

iety of projects such as the building
of new premises, student hostels,

sports installations,- libraries, etc. Nev

ertheless, in all these cases the aim of
the transnationals has been to gain
more influence in the administrative
bodies of the universities and other

types of higher schools in order to be
able to impose their interests on high
er education.

The experts state that the aim of
the transnationals in relation to educat
ion in the developing countries is 'to
create elites capable of being used as

facades for their operations in those
countries. These elites are being recruit
ed from among the native population,
but they receive their training and in

doctrination in order to defend the

interests of the transnationals. On the
other hand, with the same aim the
democratic forces in higher education

are being repressed and excluded from
the administrative bodies, and any eff
ort to democratize education is fought.

The influence of the transnation

als in education is a part of the gener

al objective of the USA to 'create a

pro-American trend in the developing
countries at all levels — in the econom

ic .governmental and social spheres —

composed of individuals who think in

the terms of the bourgeois ideology
~

and strive for the capitalist way of

development. Moreover, the USA is

attempting to create favourable con

ditions in the developing countries

for more intensively exploiting their

natural resources and strengthening the

position of US investments. With the

help of this personnel, the US monop
olies want to tie the developing count

ries' economies to American science,

technology and production.

By the OCLAE Information Centre.

In World Student News. Vol. 34 No.7
1980.

SQUAT

. Most readers will undoubtedly remem

ber the Group Housing campaign that
was conducted earlier this year. by
People Without Homes (see Woroni
Vol. 32 No. 2). As a result of their

actions a Pilot group Tenancy
Scheme was established in June 1979

although the houses were not occup
ied until several months later. Of the
six group houses offered there are now

only three that are still going. Most of
the tenants were evicted.

uix weeKs ago raui ana ivaria

applied to move into one of the orig
inal (and now empty) group houses.
This permission was verbally refused

to them As a result they are now

squatting. Mr Rope, the new DCT

Housing Commissioner who has re

placed the tyrannical McDonald, ex

presses sympathy for them but has
not done much. The blame lies with
the Minister for the DCT, Ellicott.

According to Paul, 'We are hoping that

by this action that we will get an ans

wer from Ellicott. It is really quite
slack' '.

Most of this trouble stems from

placing the Group Housing Scheme
under review. Originally a secondary
school student was living in one of the
government houses and this created a

precedent whereby University students

would be enabled access to them.
When this was put to the DCT the view

was put to the DCT the view was alter
ed: no-one is eligible for group housing
if they are unemployed or students

Perhaps part of their action lies in the
fear of University administrators that
if students were eligible for government
houses then the Uni houses would be

quickly emptied since rent on former
houses is 50% cheaper than that of
the Uni houses.

Notwithstanding this selfish view

we once more see the result of the
blatant disregard by the Government
and bureaucrats of people's needs.

During an election year Woroni wonders
how you can vote for a government
that doesn't give a damn.

Help and support is wanted by
, the squatters. Please contact the Stud

ents' Association Office and put your
name on a list of supporters. Visitors

are welcome to the squat: it's at 18
Baker Gardens, Ainslie.

JOBLESS CAMPAIGN

On Wednesday (September 24) the
Jobless Action Community Campaign
(JACC) began in earnest as Jacqui
Flitcroft and Neville Curtis formally
nominated for the Senate The JACC
team is campaigning predominantly
on unemployment issues (see article

page ) although it aims to sup

port a variety of disadvantaged minor

ity groups.

Throughout this year Jobless
Action has provided assistance to un

employed people in the Civic, Woden
and Belconnen areas. At the Ainslie

Hostel JA has provided support for
community work projects in car

maintenance, woodwork and screen

printing, while at Wallaroo Rd a

nursery is well established.

The most recent action by JA

was to launch their monthly newspap
er in tabloid form (i.e the same size
as Woroni). The paper is a significant
achievement since all of this workers

are unemployed volunteers. The tab
loid edition (No. 8) is largely devoted
to new technology and its effects Dn

employment patterns *There are also

local news stories, music reviews and
articles of interest to those for whom

unemployment is a major issue.

Hard Times is expected to doub
le its present 2 000 circulation by the
end of the year. Meanwhile Sydney,
Melbourne and Adelaide are producing
local editions parts of which are incor

porated into a 'national supplement'.
Several activities being organised

by JACC include their benefit here at

the ANU on October 3 tDn the same

day the Minister for Employment and
Youth Affairs, Ian Viner, will be open

ing a new CES Office in Belconnen.
JA and friends will be greeting him (

friends include amongst others lawyers,
video cassette operators and independ
ent journalists who will hopefully en

sure that violence and intimidation
from the police will b~ minimised).

At this time JACC is organising
a leaflet distribution to schools, pub
lic servants and community groups.

Help is needed. If you can spare some

time then contact Jacqui (ph: 47
5815) or Neville (ph: 47 3257).
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'If you'd join the union, you
wouldn't have that feeling thafc^
the whole world is against you'

UNI BAR

It was such a big bar at the uni.

The uni-bar was upstairs in the ANU

Union building. It was open till 11pm
on when profitable trading ceased. Un

fortunately too much money was

spent on local lads policing members

and non-members entry into this very

private bar. Bluey and others wanted

the bar to be public, with ioeol

entertainments.

This bar was one of the big hot

els in Canberra « The uni-bar upstairs

was a long half rectangle that served

an area the size of a cricket cover.

Joned+o this bar were some tennis

court sized rooms that were meetings

rooms and entertainment halls.

Caught within the
easy,

neat and

painful cut of alcohol from this bar

were young students from the univers

ity and the Art School, older students,

graduates and handsome non students—

sans culottes, brazziers and Europea;

they wore sand-shoes and ear-rings,

coats and ties, dresses and jeans.

The brick and concrete cricket

field of space that was the University

Union complex contained the meetings

rooms and halls, a refectory (where

coffee, tea meals and assorted foods

were sold cheaply) ;half a dozen

squash courts and a doctor's surgery.

Often there were nationally and

internationally famous electric music

ians at the Uni Bar. Bluey Armstrong,

the writer, singer and musician could

not get a job in his own Union as an

entertainer though the public radio

loved him.

He would not burn the Uni Bar

down as Squizzy Taylor had showed

him with his model, the Melbourne

Race Course. He would worry the

Union Board like a kookaburra worr

ies a-worm or. snake before swallowing

it.

Geof Shera.

The cost of this service is $20
per annum per data base.

For further details of the service

contact:

Mrs Margot Bremner, Medical

Sciences Library x 2551

Miss Margaret Saville, Life

Sciences Library X 2544.

or, for general information:

Mr Michael Evans, Deputy
Science Librarian X 3693.

THE WAY INN

Union Building Board Room

Friday 9 30 pm

Free coffee, raisin toast, friendly
talk

I Every Friday until mid November.

ewan yellowcake
mee+s rv\o-Ve.,»

A.N.U. ARTS CENTRE

25th OCTOBER, 8.30 p.m.

GEOFF SHERA

ANDREW JAMES

MARC COOK

JULIA CHURCH

ALEXTUTTLEY

AMANDA GILLESPIE

TREVOR LEWIS

Featuring finest available

Australian poetry from

internationally renowned

poets.

REGULAR ACTIVITIES/CLASSES

CANBERRA DANCE ENSEMBLE

Regular dance classes: Classical,
modern & jazz

CONTACT: Stephanie Burridge on

815528 or Graham Farquhar on

494407

YOGA

Regular classes conduct d by Swami
Krishnananda 549644

POTTERY

Regular classes conducted by Ron
Hemmings 488216

T'AI CHI

Twice week I - classes by Barry
Rosenberg

-

Enquiries to the Arts

Centre 494787

ART WORKSHOPS

Held weekly for those interested in
life drawing & painting

—

enquiries to the Arts Centre
*

EXHIBITIONS

615 October: Ron Hemmings
Ceramics -80 Daily,9am-8pm
(from 7 Oct)

19-26 October: Victoria Green
& Carol Ambrus: Paintings and
Drawings 12noon - 8pm

TRADITIONAL CHINESE MASSAGE

The services of a masseur are now av

ailable at the Sports Union. Lindsay

Yeates has practised Traditional Chin

ese Massage for five years and instructs
-

the students taking the introduction

course at the Sports Union. If you have

sore muscles from sport, a need for

physical therapy or just require a mass

age for relaxation, then Lindsay will

be able to help you. Appointments can

be made at the Sport Hall Office.

(49 2860).

Times available: Mon 2-8.45 pm

Wed 11.45-2 pm
Thurs.2 2.45 pm

5.45-8.30pm
Fri 10.15-2 pm

4.15-8.45pm
Sat 2.45-4. 15pm
Sun 9.30-1 1 am

3.30-5.45pm
Fee: Students & Members: $10

Non Members: $15.

C/n JiorO' Ac-i S

Friday 3rd Oct.

Mike Choke 4-6.00

Saturday 4th

Framed and Young Doc's

T uesday 7

The Sports, Kevin Borich and

The Word. Express.

Friday 10,

Mike McClellan

Saturday 11

Ross Nobel Band.

|fl

? if*

*

Cat to give away to nice home.

Nice black and white neutered
Male cat called Mactavish.

Contact 18 Nardoo Crescent,
O'Connor.

DOUBLE X LIGHTS UP THE

ROCKSCENE WITH

AUSTRALIAN CRAWL

& Young Doctuers

. Election Eve — Friday 17th October

ANU UNION $5 , $4.50

Woroni 2 October 1980 4

[?]
SHELL NEWS RELEASE I

The chance to study, all expenses paid

to the United Kingdom!

This opportunity is open to

honours students under 25 to further

their studies in the U.K. for another

three years with the Shell PostGrad

uate Arts and Science/Engineering

Scholarships without any form of

bonding.

The scholarships are officially

for two years, but the Shell Company
will allow for the additional year if

requested by the place of study. The

Scholarship provides for living costs,

university tuition and materials plus

other university expenses. It also pays

for the air fare to the U.K. and home

again on completion of the studies
*

In total this means the scholar

ship is worth over $(Aust) $45,000
for the three year period, making it

the most valuable post-graduate schol

arship in Australia.

Applications for both scholar

ships close at the end of the month,
but it is not too late to apply. Ent

ries for the Arts Scholarship are wel

comed from students studying in the

Arts, Humanities, Commerce, Econ

omics, Social Studies and Law fields

who will have completed their degree

by January. The Science scholarship

is open to students in both Science

and Engineering faculties.

Finalists will be chosen in all

states and flown to Melbourne for

the final interviews.

With rising tuition prices in the

U.K. the scholarships are offering a

rare opportunity for Australian stud

ents to study under the expertise of

British scholars in their own field of

interest.

Enquiries: Ms Jillian O'Byrne

(03) 609 5390.

LIBRARY INFO

Did yoj know?

The computer produced microfiche

catalogue includes Social Sciences

and Humanities books catalogued

since 1978 and Science books catal

ogued since 1976 for the entire ANU

Library system. Both the annual cum

ulation and the supplement — normally

updated every six weeks — should be

consulted. The INDEX in the lower

right hand corner of ea h mijrofiche

lists the first entry only on each of

the 207 micropages- There are about

2000 'catalogue cards' on one micro

fiche.

CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICES

FOR BIOSIS AND MEDLINE

Current awareness services for BIOSIS

£nd MEDLINE, which provide individ

ual users with a monthly printout of

new and relevant citations added to

the particular bibliographic 'data base,

are available at the Life Sciences and

Medical Sciences libraries. For each

user an interest profile is constructed;

this profile is then run against the up

date tarie. and the relevant citations

are printed and mailed to the user.

BIOSIS corresponds to the

printed Biological Abstracts and Bio

research Index and MEDLINE to Index

Medicus.

These services are run at the

computing facilities of the Common

wealth Department of Health from

interest profiles input'at the Life

Sciences Library or Medical Sciences

Library. These profiles can be mod

ified easily and quickly in order to

accommodate changes of interest of

the user.
?

?
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LETTERS PAGE CONTINUED

SEXISM 2

Dear Editors,

In reply to my last letter you told me

. to write back in 20 years. However, you

people are just too much! My willpower
has failed me after only about 50 days.

Your idea about the things that make

a woman 'equal' with men is as usual,

intolerably misdirected, but your intent

ion is noble. Discrimination based on

sex is an evil which should be eradicated. .

Equality of opportunity for both sexes!

To begin with 'equality
'

does not

imply we have an issue of Woroni solely

for women. It also does not imply that

there is a need for 'Wimmin 's Room
'

solely for women, or a
'

Wimin on Cam

pus
'

which will refuse a male entrance

to its ranks on grounds of sex. It does

not mean that a woman who chooses to

raise a family at home is ground down

under a man 's heel which is in some

way all due to capitalism.

I will finish by giving your tiny

brains something to think about.

Margaret Thatcher and Indira Ghandi

have not only achieved equality with

the men in their country but through
out the world. You may find it hard to

believe but neither of these women

find it necessary to wear overalls,

shout and scream, call rape at every

. wolf whistle, believe abortion is a

fundamental woman 's right or pass out

cold at the thought of marriage, running

a home and raising a family.

Finally, a tip. When you militants

? ? ? '
?

'

(unlike most women at this university

who will get their degrees and hold

their own with the best of men) ultim

ately flounder and fail, don 't attribute

your startling lack of success to some

form of male conspiracy.

Yours for the next 20

years,

Philip Walker

In answer to all those men, (not wim

men) who have their noses in a knot

because of the efforts of wimmin on

this campus to educate the sexist at

titudes they so readily display above,

we feel their questions are ampl.y cov

ered in the Wimmin's issue of Woroni,

and really Uon't wish to waste our

time and effort in repeating explana
tions for the thousandth time.

The Eds

THESIS

TYPESETTI NG

Approximately 400 words
per page

Prices ranging from

$2.00 — $4.00 per page

Call and discuss your requirements (

with Pat Nichols at

alpha
typasatting

and art service

Room4A, 46 Northbourne Avenue,

CiuibexrtCHy

Telephone: 47 4897

. (we're upstairs between the

Alternate Bookshop and the TAB)

STOP THE

OftAFT
? CUT-PRICE OVERSEAS AIR TICKETS

? All types and destinations ?

- Considerable discounts. For details see

Peter Byron ,Toad Hall. Room D202 or
'

leave a message on 49 4722. (business hours)

or 88 2804 (after hours)

Woroni 2 October 1980 5

Film Night...

WILDERNESS IN QUESTION
SOUTH-WEST TASMANIA

A SIMPLE STORY
Plus the Canberra premiere of an excellent French film

?1

(UNE HISTOIRE SIMPLE)

A film by Claude Sautet I!

(English sub-titles) «

Admission: . :
!

,

starring Romy Schneider «
i

Best actress 1978 Tickets at door.
y'j

Tuesday 7 October 1980 7-45 pm ?

H.C. Coombs Lecture Theatre, Fellows Road, ANU j

? ? ?

?
;
?

;?

-V-. i

/con6resT) Cwe~\ (^novToiTS (^.'m7vote~\
( CANNOT \f MUST ) - TO MORE -( FOR

)
!

S- ALLOW - - PROTECT ) ( IMPORTANT )
- EXTENDING / :

( FUNDS FOR V HUMAN ) - THINGS NUCLEAR ^
?

V ABORTION jVUFE^T LIKE.^
- ARMS J

!

5EXI5M 3

Dear Eds.,

'Sexism is rife on this campus'
How true!.

Surely, surely, not that body
whose sole aim is to enforce equality

amongst the sexes and stamp out

discrimination wherever it may lie

and disallow men, because they are

men and not 'wimmin', to partake
in any of their 'Struggle

That's right people sexism is

only for the men. But is this necessar

ily so?

? 1
~ ~ —

?

?

r-
- ~

? '

T
'

.

.

—

. T'',

Let me explain; being very inter

ested in the wimmin's strive for equal

ity,! thought it my duty to officially

join 'Wimmin on Campus' and to let

it be known that I am part of this

crusade for equality amongst the

sexes.

To my dismay, I was informed
by one, Louise Tarrant, that this was

not possible, I could not be an offic
ial member of 'wimmin on campus'
because I was a man.

If that's not sexist, what is?

Louise continued to inform me of
how our society today is male domin

ated and it should not be, but I pose

a question for Ms Tarrant and to

'Wimmin on Campus'. Is your solut

? ion to the problem of a male domin

ated society changing it to a female
dominated society?

So it seems, and I would app

reciate it if someone can explain how

it is non-sexist to disallow men into

their group of only females.. Arguments
such as Ms Tarrant's stating that

'if men are allowed into our group

they will take their false role in soc

iety and dominate,
'

this implies that

women are in fact inferior, which is

NOT true. So, why are men disall

owed membership with 'Wimmin on

Campus' when at the same time

'wimmin' from 'Wimmin on Camp
us' feel they are being discriminated

against when they're refused member

ship to registered clubs. How could

this possibly be non-sexist? OR

Do all the women from 'Wim-

? : ? ? ? H!

-:-Vi

f!

min on Campus feel inferior to their
yij

male counterparts. j

It is this sort of hippocrit (sic) -; i

that makes me sick. Furthermore.

from my discussion with Tarrant,
'

. ;
?

which frankly ended with Tarrant .
'

not being in the mood to argue, I am v
convinced that if all the

'

Wimmin
'

/

in 'Wimmin on Campus' support
Ms Tarrant on such a weak line of ~'r

argument, they are nothing but

'inferior people with superiority

complexes.
This 'NON-SEXIST' activity,-.

has been reported to the Discrimin

ation Board.

Yours for true

equality, ,j

John Mastrofihppo.

John, the conditioning that we receive

from boyhood onwards is different: :

from that received by women. They
must come to terms with, and break'

out of, conditioning with mutual

support from' those who have been

similarly conditioned. Men have to

work together to overcome our con

ditioning, and , women would be

out of place in such a task. A.N. U..

has a mens' consciousness raising
.

group. Join it. You need it.

n.e.g. i
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-State terrorism —
?

GOULBURN PRISONERS

SPEAK OUT
Goiilburn Gaol, only a hundred kilo

metres north of the A.C.T., has just

seen the first anniversary of the

opening of the infamous GOULBURN

DISPERSAL UNIT. The unit was

built because of pressure from the
.

.

Prison Officers' Association following
the closure of the 'tracs' (intractables)

sections at varanon ana i\aimgai.

||; These sections were closed be

£ cause the Royal Commission of In

quiry into NSW Prisons had found

them to be brutalizing places run on

I
. outmoded and discredited regimes of

bashings and solitary confinement,

f;' They were seen to be unnecessary

for public safety and dehumanizing

|is
and dangerous in their effects on

|| prisoners.

fe Reacting against these hard won

f|v reforms, Prison Officers insisted on

|| the construction of 'mini-Katingals'

in N.S.W. country gaols. Goulburn

^ was selected as the ideal gaol for

the first such dispersal unit. Ideal be

P' cause of its isolation from public

pf/ scrutiny and from prison reform and

if; civil liberties groups,

sjf-
? Goulburn prisoners refused to

? tM work on construction of the new gaol

I;

within a gaol and Prison Officers were

?

'

forced to rely on outside contractors.

What took shape at Goulburn soon

: horrified even the most experienced
of the gaol's inmates and justified their

S: most serious concerns. The dispersal

-unit operates as an isolated gaol with

in a gaol so that its inmates have litt

le chance for contact with other

:

prisoners.
As rigid, monotonous rout

ine is punctuated only by episodes of

violence by Prison Officers which

. would not be tolerated anywhere else

in the state .

7 It is the Corrective Services Com

1 mission or rather Gaol Superintendents,

?.s... and not the Courts who decide which

prisoners will be held in the dispersal

I

unit. There is no appeal. Prisoners are

i :frequently not told why they are be

ting .'segregated' or for how long they
v. will be so held.

The following is an edited trans

cript of a tape made recently by pris

|
? oners within the Goulburn Dispersal

I !'.? Unit:

[&? Letters (in alphabetical order) have been

I

substituted for the names of warders

for legal reasons.

? Peter Schnieder

One of the reasons for doing this tape

is to enlighten the public and anyone

outside this place and let them know

-what the conditions are in here, what
?: -sorts of things are happening here. I

guess that this place is nothing but a

second Grafton, through the actions

, of the prison officers and through the

eonditions that prevail in this situation.

Prisoners are being flogged daily.

m There certainly has been a number of

||' prisoners flogged, if not daily — I may

m,; be exaggerating by saying daily
—

|| but there have been a number of pris
oners flogged here. I have been flogge

||
on at least three occasions, and Johnny

V||
Cooper has been flogged on at least

m three occasions, three or four, that is.

^ Bill Munday has been flogged on a

M number of occasions. A number of

prisoners that I've seen. There are only

(S a couple that I've mentioned, there

are a number of prisoners that have

H been flogged in this unit.

||'/

. I'm not talking about a light tap ac

ross the head. I'm talking about full

scale floggings, similar to those of the

kind we've seen in Grafton.

Apart from A, a number of prison
officers who were at Grafton are here.

For instance, Mr B who is one of
the main offenders named in the press

who used to flog people in Grafton.

This was mentioned in the Royal Com

mission. Each prisoner when he first

comes to this unit is segregated, and

put in a small yard for at least ten

days. The only reason I can think of is

to show a person what sort of place
this can be. We are then entitled to

be associated with another prisoner in

the yard, only two hours that is the

maximum, and during that period of

segregation a prisoner is not entitled

to attend exercise yard and do exercises.

The exercise yard is equipped with an

exercise bike and a rowing machine but

prisoners are not encouraged to go there

becuase one of the rules are if a prison

er wants to go to the exercise yard he

must go by himself because it is believed

he might use some of the equipment to

inflict some harm on the officers, which

is a load of crap. I have been here for

approximately seven months, and I've

seen a number of prisoners go through

this place. I've seen the way it affected

. them; it really affected us prisoners

badly. They have come here; they have

cracked up while they have been here,

while they might have been quite peace

ful people before they come here —

not violent, but when they come here

this place builds hatred in you. The off

icers here, the screws they really get

to you, maybe not physically at

times but they get to you by their att

itude.

George, you must concede the sort

of situation a person is in. He's

surrounded by four walls. There are

small yards, and this is where you are

caged. That is like an animal is caged,
and now we're treated like animals,
and when we react like an animal, the

prison officers, the screws suddenly

say 'what's he goin' off about' so

that we must consider the sort of

way we've been treated.

If anything is like a zoo then cert

ainly this place is
— No one is speaking

up about this place, and the sort of

things that were going on here, maybe
because the prison officers, especially,

are putting up a false front about this

place, we are treated nothing less

than animals.

A prisoner goes out to his freedom,

then he only finds himself back in a

situation like this because this is the

sort of place that builds up hatred
builds the sort of animosity you get

from a jail. All I will say that Vincent

does nothing apart from tell people
a lot of crap about this place, he tells

them that he is concerned, but he

actually does nothing about this place.

Well that's all I've got to say, There

will be enough of the prisoners follow

ing with their side of the story on

how this sort of place affects them

and what sort of things happened
here. Now-they are a minority. We're

seeing if we can get a whole lot of

them to say what they think about

thus unit, and what sort of situat

ion, and what conditions prevail

and how it's affected them.

My name if John Quidd — I 'm basic

: ally reiterating what has already been

said by Peter Schnieder. I myself have

been here in this departmental play
thing classified as the Goulburn dis

persal unit (the human zoo), for app

roximately seven months also. In the

course of time that I've been here I've

witnessed several floggings, I myself

have been flogged on \ numerous occ

asions. I was first flogged not long
after coming to this unit. Various

prisoners at that time were up at

their windows screaming abuse at .

the officers to leave me alone — the

following day shields were placed
on the windows so that the prison
ers cauld no longer witness these
assaults — vicous assaults. When Peter

Schnieder was flogged after that, my

self and other prisoners in the unit

witnessed that through the cracks of

their doors. Immediately after that

metal strips were placed over the

cracks so these assaults couldn't be

witnessed once again. These floggings
as I said are not just a little touch up;

they are vicious and unwarranted ass

aults on the prisoners of this dispersal

unit. Through the crack of my door,
I saw Peter Schnieder come out one

morning, he was viciously hit in the

back of the head by one of these off

icers here, he asked what it was for

and he got hit in the face then, about

five or six officers got into him then,

another officer and ex-Grafton officer

who was mentioned in the Royal

Commission, proceeded to run out

from the wing and I saw him kick Peter

Schnieder in the crotch, when I later

saw Peter when I was associating with

him, I saw a large bruise on his crotch

where the skin had been broken and

everything.

William Munday also has been ass

aulted on many occasions here for

absolutely no reason at all, because

. he complained about not receiving

medical treatment that he should

have been given. He asked to see the

dentist and everything for approx

imately one month when the tooth

gave him so much trouble that he

started cracking up a bit. He was

assaulted for no reason whatsoever — I

also witnessed these assaults. I would

like also to add at this stage that he has

been charged for assaulting prison off

icers who originally attacked him, there

was about twelve of theiri, and I saw

twelve of them give it to him. It does

seem very strange to me that things

like this are still happening, and like I.
'

said by prison officers that were men- ;

tioned in the Royal Commission and

after the Goulburn enquiry was only

just completed. These sort of things

are still going on. Basically it all boils

down to the lack of communication.

Prison officers (the screws) have got no

interest in trying to communicate with

you. Surely they must understand

the psychological effect this place

must have. We are placed in damp un

painted, five foot by fifteen foot yards,

that are half closed in with steel, the

remainder is covered in with bars, and

grating, some prisoners, even when

they first arrive here, for no reason

whatsoever, are placed in yards with

out toilets, without showers, without

cold water taps to have a drink. Now

these prisoners are sent here basically

for no reason, the majority of prisoners

are sent for no reason there are no

charges, there is nothing, and they are

sent here and are forced to live in con

ditions such as this, immediately when

they arrive, they'vedone- nothing when

they arrive, and they're placed in yards

without toilets, showers, and drinking

water. After approximately six weeks

in this place inevitably prisoners do

start to get a bit funny, they start talk

ing to themselves. We're deprived of

privileges, we're continuously being

given cold meals. After six weeks, if

the prison officers feel that a prisoner

is beginning to react to the sort of

situation, not violently I might add,,

they then begin to drug his coffee to se

date him — I myself have just fa(en as

leep on many occasions in the yard here

subject to drugs. Over the last few years

I have been on lots of drugs
— and I

know the effect those drugs have on

me. They dry my mouth out, and this

is exactly what's happened to me on

these occasions when my coffee or tea

have been drugged — that's all I've got

to say.

This is Peter Schnieder again — I just

want to cover an area which John just

LEFT: Seen here (from left) are the deputy chairman of the Corrective Services

Commission, Mr Noel Day, superintendent of Goulburn Jail, Mr Arthur Schubert

and president of the Prison Officers' Association, Mr Bob Downes, on the upper

observation tier of the new disperal unit.
*

Source: Evening Post. Wed. Aug 29, 1979
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AFTER THE ROYAL COMMISSION- |]
THE BASHINGS CONTINUE! |j

mentioned — Something I forgot to

mention is that this has got to be look

ed into. When prisoners are placed here

they are placed here for no reason at

all — as I say a number of times it's for

no reason. Take my case: I was charged

with murdering a prison officer. I cert

ainly am not guilty of this offence but

never-the-less I have been convicted by
the Department of Corrective Services.

They have segregated me, deprived me

of all my rights and privileges which I

would have had otherwise, if I had not

been segregated and convicted by the

Department — this is prior to any con

viction or any tribunal finding me

guilty
—

just the Department say so.

Dale Munday

My name is Dale Munday and I'm
here at Goulburn in this special unit.

What I've got to say is more or less .

the same as what the other three pris
oners have said. I 've been here eight

weeks now and for the first time every

morning I'd leave my cell, Mr B and

another officer Mr C from Katingal

would be standing outside my cell

waiting for me, Mr B would hit me

on the back of the head, behind the

ear and Mr C would kick me up the

backside and say 'Look at this gut

less cunt, what a weak bastard he is.'

I was told that I had to put up with

all this and that I'd be out of here

within three months. If I played up

or retaliated I'd be here another

three. months. That's six months.

For seven yveeks this went on , .every
-

morning and every afternoon when

I
came down out of the wing Mr

'

B and Mr C and about ten other

screws would be there jeering at me,
*

calling me names, trying to get me to

go off, coming to the peep-hole and

calling me mate and they were saying

'goodnight mate, see you tomorrow —

you'weak bastard,' and things like

that. Now I Ve seen other prisoners,

being flogged here, I've seen Johnny
Cribb being flogged at Max about

three times. I 've.seen Peter Schnied

er and his friend being flogged at

least four times, maybe five, f my

self have been flogged three times and

on each occasion Mr B and Mr C

have been two of the officers/that have

punched me up and made the beating.

A week ago I came out of my cell,

same. thing, 'Look at thisweakbast

ard, move cunt, you fuckin idiot
'

and then a belt in the back of the head

with a batten. I was marched outside

into the yard and heard Mr B say,

'heard this smart bastard had a fire in

his cell last night'' and I said 'Yes'

and then twelve of them came in and

grabbed me, wrestled me to the

ground and I was put in a headlock by
Mr C and the other officers had my

legi and arms and in the air. Mr B

kept punching me in the ribs and the

stomach, Mr C. I'm sure he was trying

to, rip my head off and they took me -

across to another cell —a smaller

yard, a very small yard, and laid me on

the ground. As soon as they let go of

me
I jumped up and started abusing

them/ They came,running back in ag

ain, held me dovy'n on the ground, and

while they were holding me Mr B came

and kicked me in the side of the head,
and in the ribs and in the back area.

They left me lying in the cell semi

conscious . The' doctor came over

that afternoon and, took down all

my injuries, bruised ribs, bruise marks

all over my back, saw how my head

was swelled up round the temple
where I

was kicked in the head.

Prisoners not even in the unit, ten .

prisobers that I know of, that I
saw

being flogged by Mr B and Mr C and

the crew. One of them called Nicky
Peters, he was flogged by Mr B, held

by two other screws while Mr B

punched him, up the stomach and that

and the chest. Another prisoner called

Alan Peaton. -Mr B also punched him

up because he refused to go in his cell

one night, because the cell was flooded

and there was water everywhere jid he

couldn't sleep in those conditions, so

he refused to go into that cell two off

icers held him while Mr B punched him

up, and. threw him in the cell. This
place .is unreal. I myself have been to

Maitland tracs, Grafton tracs, Parra

matta circle and I've just finished writ

ing a book about them places. But I

have never, never ever, e xperienced

anything like this place This is unreal.

It will slowly and surely send a man

mad. They get up at tha glass windows

up here and stare at us all day trying

to make us go off o..r heads, you know,
a-id when we do go off they just laugh

and move along to the next window

and try the same with the blokes in

the next yard, until they go off. This

place breeds monsters, you know it .

creates the monster here, and anger

is injected into a man. I haven't got

the words to describe this place it is

just so unreal. I feel now that I'm

going to be here for anotherthree

months for my actions the other

day, I'm. also charged by the police
for assaulting two officers which I

thought was very funny because I

was.the one who got assaulted and

I'm the one who got charged. So

that's alii 've got to say.

My name is Warwick James, I'm present
ly held at the Goulburn Dispersal Unit.

I've just listened to what Peter Schnied
? er and John Quidd have had to say

about this unit and I'm in full agree

ment with everything they have said.

Conditions down here are very, very

bad, brutal and barbaric.
I spoke to

Dr Vincent fairly recently. He ass

ured me that he wasn't happy at all

with these conditions and that the

screws were responsible for these con

ditions and that the screws refused to

man this place...

For a start, I'm very bitter about be

ing^here. I was sent here for no reason

at all-.
I wasn't told why I was here for

? about a month and then when I was

told it was a lot of garbage . I was given
no trial or any recourse whatsoever.

When I first got here I went on a huna
er strike for six days. I was refusing to

wear the overalls etc. etc. and protested

my being here. However I spoke to pris
oners here and they advised me that the ?

best course of action would be to kick

along with it for three months no matt

er how barbaric and brutal the condit
ions, and I'd get out. I was told this

was the best course of action to take

and I've been trying my hardest to keep

a; cool head here for three months. I've

heard prisoners being flogged on a

number of occasions. Every night I've

had to look up a screw by the name of

Mr B. who continually flogged me at

Grafton. The boredom here is terrible.

There is nothing whatsoever to do

here during the day, nothing to do

here of a night. These sorts of places

do nothing but instil hatred and bitter

ness. I've spent many years in various

intractable sections. I've been through

Grafton, Katingal, Maitland 'tracs,'

Parramatta, I've been through the lot

and this place is just as bad if not worse

than those places. I think the public

should be made aware of the terrible

conditions in here and the monsters

that these sort of places breed. I'm

sure that one day someone will get out

of a place such as this and commit a

crime so barbaric that they will be

shocked into a bit of action and hope
fully close these places down.

Terry Shipley
I'm Terry Shipley. I've just heard the

recordings of the other fellows and ,

they seem to have covered just.abocit

all there is to this place. I arrived here

on the 3rd of February. And although

I've been in all the NSW trac sections I

was horrified at the conditions here. It

is a most frustrating place. You are left

idle all day and all-night. Ail. I cah say

is tTiat this place is a very frustrating

and boring place. I breeds nothing but

bitterness. I'm lucky in a sense that I

know the reason for my being ijere. I

would hate to think how I would

feel being in a place under these con

ditions not knowing or being told what

I was here tor, like the majority of the. .

other fellows here. On the following

dates I have heard violent altercations

between prisoners and prison officers..

On 10th and 11th Feb.'( Peter Schneider)

24 and 27 March (Bill Munday)
25 and 27 March (John Cribb)

On the 12th and 25th of March two

prisoners not housed in the unit, Mick

Peters and Alan Peatson.were assault

ed, in that order.

Colin Stratton

I'm Colin Stratton. I've heard the re

?m
cordings of other guys and I

agree:^|tnv,
-1

what they say, and can add no mon|^-
than to say I am hera on suspicion^-.

?

something that I know nothing abot/t- 1

On occasions here I have heard violent ;

ajteracations between
prisonersand|^;.

prison officers. The conditions
are?yer.y

bad. I have never experienced anytnlpgi ]

like'it Experinced nothing but bitfe'r^fe
. h

? ness.
-'ffi

1

Darrell Burke j

My narpe is Darrel Burke. I m assQciatk.:

ed here in the yard with Merlin Marj&V-
j

sky. We've been here now for six weeks ? ?

transferred from Melbourne jail afteq||,-»

they had found a number of gunstfrere.

. Even though there was no evidence^©?;; .

link the weapons to us or: even evidence
?

?

;

that we had any knowledge of
thenru^/.e.

were brought here to this unit, as
.the^v

*;
?

department told my family 'on
siTspic-^

m

ion'.' ?

It appears to me that the
real$p^

reason Markovsky and myself ha ve/f.^s
'

been brought here is because we boihj'J

have been chargjd in the. past with-'ass^:

aults on prison officers. We were both:-,. .

? found not guilty of these charges by.cav.

court of law I feel that the
suspicion^;!

of these guns was just an excuse tomtit
u j here because we beat the chargesiip

court. This is ths. department's way^'
of squaring up with us, even thoughVwe A.

had no knowledge of the guns. Ivca{i|j/

only agree too with what xhe other.boys J

have had to say on thisrtepe. Sincelv^ep: j

have, been here in this section my ^
health has deteriorated quickly, as^the.:
walls in. these yards where we arela|fe;;

day are damp, and. we have vo walk?j:n;:... v

water all day long so your legs ache^i
because of the cold coming up fromiirl: :

the water. I have had a continuous^
cough since coming here caused by^he .

dampness of the place. It is affecting:
?

-me mentally that I have . to
listen'^|p

5

Cont. on page 14 /.

BELOW: Prisoners have been protesting conditions in NSW gaols for many yeari v
?

'Here prisoners are being searched following a riot in Goulburn Gaol in February 1974.
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ELECTIONS 1980 ? ? ?
—

?
?

— ?

FRfiSER GOVT lies, lies,

I can promise you honesty and integrity in Government,' announced Liberal

Paty Leader Malcolm Fraser in November 1975. 'I'd like to have a Government

which people can trust.
'

Trust - as one dictionary explains
- can mean

'confidence in the truth of anything, as in the friendship, integrity of another'.

It can also mean 'sale on credit or on promise to pay' or 'an arrangement
by which property is transferred to another person'!

Perhaps it is only Mr Fraser 's own colleagues who can truly vouch for his

friendship and integrity (one remembers with pride his public announcement

in February 1975, 'Bill Snedden has my full support . . . there has been con

tinuing widespread speculation that / or colleagues of mine on my behalf are

promoting a challenge to Billy Snedden. That is not so. There is no contest. ')

But ALAN AUSTIN affirms the Prime Minister's promises to pay and transfer

property from one person to another.

Just listen to the empty promises which are presently being spouted by the
Fraser Government in preparation for the coming election and remember they
lied last time, and they're lying again.

IV I can promise you honesty and

integrity in Government. I'd like to

have a Government which people can

trust. (Nov. 15, 1975). This promise
was not kept. See below.

We will maintain Medibank. (Nov. 27

1975). This was a clear committment

to maintain the universal health insur

ance scheme. This commitment was

not honoured.

3. The Australian Assistance Plan will

be maintained. (November 27, 1975).

It was abolished in 1976).

4. We will maintain present levels of

assistance to Aboriginals. (November
27, 1975). In the first year of office

the coalition cut expenditure by $8
million. In two years the reduction

in real terms was 24 percent. The

Aboriginal housing program was cut

by 44 percent in two years. Aborig
C ina) education programs were reduced

by 16 percent in real terms, health

programs by 13 percent and Aborigin
al legal aid by 19 percent. In the last

Budget, assistance to Aboriginals was

$35 million below the 1975 level.

5. We will support wage indexation.

(November 27, 1975). Less than two

months later, the Fraser Government

opposed the full flow-on of the GPI

rise, seeking half-indexation instead.

The Government has consistently opp

.

osed full wage indexation at all sub-1

sequent hearings.

6. Under a Liberal-National Country
Party Government there will be jobs

for all who want to work. (November

27, 1975). Rather than improving, un

employment has steadily worsened. It

rose from 4.8 percent of the workforce

at the end of 1975 to 7.1 percent at

the end of 1978. While the published

figures since then have shown a slight

improvement, these do not take into

account the hidden unemployment. In

the last Budget, funding for one of

the few effective training schemes,

the Special Youth Employment Train

- ing Program, was slashed by $50 mill

ion.

7. We will be generous to those who

can't get a job and want to work.
? (November 27, 1975). Unemployment

benefits have declined substantially in

real terms. The money rate for jun
iors ($5.15 a day) has remained un

changed throughout the Government's

term, reducing it effectively by al

most half. Since November 1977, the

unemployed have had to wait in arr

ears for payment of benefits. Employ
ees who are stood down as a result

of industrial disputes in which they

are not involved are now denied bene

fits.

8. We will fully index personal income

tax for inflation over three years.

(November 27, 1975). In 1976 the

tax scale was almost fully indexed

(but not quite). In 1978 it was red

uced to half-indexation (closer to a

third, in reality). Indexation was ab

andoned altogether in May 1979. One

third indexation is now proposed for

July 1980.

9. We will reduce the tax burden. We

will put an end to Labor's tax rip

off. (November 27, 1975). The tax

bite for most taxpayers under Fraser

has been much greater than under the

Labor Government. Total taxes as a

percentage of GNP are well up. Taxes

relative to income levels are up. Thrs

has happened, despite tax cuts, through

the effects of inflation in the absence

of full tax indexation.

10. Our reforms will give back to

people money they earn by their own

hard work and which Labor has taken

away from them. (November 27, 1975).

Only the very wealthy are now paying

less in taxes. The vast majority are

paying much more. Under Whitlam,

wage and salary earners contributed
around 77 percent of total income

taxes. Now they contribute over 81

percent, despite massive increases in

the incomes of the rich non-wage
earners.

11. We will ensure that where children
are in

greater need because of educat
ional disadvantage, they receive extra

financial support. (November 27, 1975).
The actual policy pursued has been pre

cisely the opposite. Contrary to the re

commendation of the Schools Commiss

ion, $13.8 million was cut in just one

year, 1977-8, from the allocation to

Government schools and given to priv
ate schools. Last year, $38 million of

the $42 million cut in education

spending was from the schools sector.

Government schools were hardest hit.

12. There will be no international safar

is, by members of Parliament, Austral
ia does not need a tourist as Prime

Minister. (November 27, 1975). In

the first two-month parliamentary re

cess almost a quarter of a million

dollars was spent on trips by federal

parliamentarians, their wives and staff.

Mr Fraser's total for his first three

years was 13 trips. Mr Peacock made

well over 20. Mr Whitlam who was

Foreign Minister as well as Prime Min

ister, made 13 trips in his term of

office.

13. A Literal-National Country Party
Government will initiate a new deal
for migrants. (November 27, 1975).
In virtually every major area of mig
rant welfare there has been a decline

in allocations and a consequent run

down of services. Most severely hit

have been education services, special

migrant welfare services and the office

of the Commissioner for Community
Relations.

14. Spending on essential education,
health and welfare programs will be

protected against inflation. (Novemb
er 27, 1975). Except in a few isolated

areas, this promise has not been kept.

Expenditure on the hospital develop
ment program was reduced by 63 per

cent in real terms in the 1976-7 finan

cial year. The Community Health

Program was reduced by $13.3 million.

The completion of the school dental

health scheme was deferred until

1990. Then again, maybe these weren't

essential.

15 We will not disrupt essential pro

grams or programs for which contracts

have been let. (November 27, 1975).

Contracts cancelled during Fraser's first

year of office totalled $60 million. The

1977 Budget cancelled expenditure on

the national sewerage program in every

state. The water resources program

was abandoned. Pipeline Authority cn

construction, for which contracts had

been let, were cut by 43.4 per cent.

Possibly, to Mr Fraser, these also were

not essential.

16. The real value of pensions will be

preserved. (November 27, 1975). The

real value of pensions has in fact been

significantly reduced. Since Fraser took

office there has been no adjustment in

rent assistance, dependent child's all

owance, orphans' pensions, guardians'

allowances or family allowances. As

a result, pensioners receiving these

allowances are up to $5 per week

worse off than in 1975.

17. We stand by our commitment to

abolish the means test on pensions.

(November 27, 1975). In the 1978

Budget, an income test was reintro

duced for pensioners over 70.

18. Urban programs will be continued.

(November 27, 1975). Many, such as

the Area Development Program were

discontinued. Others were drastically

cut back. Expenditure on growth
centres was cut in one year, 1976-7,
from $71.8 million to $15 million.

'

19. We will wbrk positively in coop
eration with trade unionists. (Novem
ber 27, 1975). From its handling of
numerous industrial disputes, the Gov
ernment appears rather to have actively
confronted and provoked the trade
unions. The hasty passage of the Com

monwealth Employees Act and the
establishment of the Industrial Relat
ions Bureau — which gives the Gov
ernment sweeping dictatorial powers

over unionists — were not seen as

either co-operative or positive.

20. We will abolish the Prices Justific
ation Tribunal . . . during the first sess

ion of the new parliament (November
27, 1975). Nine parliamentary sessions

later, the PJT is still alive.

21. We shall ensure that no person is

denied legal aid because of lack of
means. (November 27, 1975). Despite
some minor changes in 1978, the legal
aid situation remains inadequate.
Many pensioners and others living be
low the poverty line still cannot meet
the stringent requirements for leqal

aid.

22. Our reforms will maintain the pur

chasing power of wages and ease the
pressure for excessive wage demands.

(November 27, 1975). Precisely the

opposite has taken place. The wage
demands in the Victorian power dis

pute and the petrol tanker drivers'

dispute, to take two examples, were

prompted largely by the erosion of
real wages through the Government's
opposition to full wage indexation.

23. We will ensure the standard of

health care does not decline . . .

Particular stress will be placed on

meeting the needs of the disadvant
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lies, lies and mote lies
THEY CAN'T EVEN LIE STRAIGHT IN BED!

aged including . . . Aboriginal children.

(November 27, 1975). The abolition

of Medibank has made access to ade

quate health care much harder for

many. The incidence of disease amon

gst Aboriginal children and Aboriginal

infant mortality remain appallingly

high.

24. We will introduce land rights legis

lation for the Northern Territory bas

ed on justice for all. (November 27,

1975). The Aboriginal Land Rights

(NT) Act as enacted by the Fraser

Government made land rights far hard

er to secure than intended when the

Labor Government introduced the

legislation. In virtually all land claim

hearings where the Aboriginals have

been opposed by wealthy whites,

the Fraser Government has sided with

the rich (the miners, pastoralists, the

tourist industry or State governments)

against blacks.

23. There will be no more jobs for the

boys (November 27, 1975). Perform

ance of the Fraser Government in this

area has been par for the course. Com

fortable jobs have gone to Henry

Bland, Nigel Bowen, Stephen Alley,

Harry M. Miller, David Fairbairn,

Peter Coleman, Petreo Georgio and

Robert Cotton, to name a few. John

Edwards, in Life wasn 't meant to be

Easy, states, 'A great deal of non

c

sense conceals the essential fact that

Labor's 'boys' are only different from

the Liberals' 'people of the highest

calibre' in their politics.'

24. We will retain the tertiary educat

ion assistance scheme. (November 27,
?-

1975). Although the scheme was re

tained, the allowances have been sub

stantially reduced. A family with two

children on TEAS is now over $20
a week worse off than under Laboc.

25. We will introduce the stock val

uation provisions of the Mathews Re

port in full over three years. (Nov
ember 27, 1975). This was to help

business compensate for the effects

of inflation on their stock when buy
ing goods. When it was operating, it

was not in full but at half level. Last

May it was abandoned completely.

26. There will be an end to Govern

ment extravagances and excesses.

(November 27, 1975). Since then,

the Prime Minister has spent well

over $2 million on overseas trips,

over $250,000 on renovations to the

lodge, $16,000 on a custom built car

for his personal use and $2,000 on a

crockery set; $2 million was spent on

upgrading television transmission facil

ities in the Prime Minister's electorate,

to list just a few.

27. Mr Fraser promised to keep all the

above promises. Four days before the

1975 election, he was asked at a Nat

ional Press Club luncheon if he would

sacrifice his promises should he find

them, when in government, impossible

to carry out. He replied, What we said

we will do is practical, and will be

done! (December 9, 1975).

28. On my own visits overseas, com

mercial aircraft will be used as far as

possible. The argument that Qantas

cannot provide adequate security is a

specious argument and false. (March

24, 1976). In 1979 Fraser spent $40

million on two VIP jets for his overseas

travels.

29. There will be devaluation of the

Australian dollar. (Stated repeatedly

throughout late 1976 by the Prime

Minister and the Treasurer). There

was a 17Vz percent devaluation in

December 1976 and a number of

smaller adjustments soon after.

30. Unemployment will fall from Feb

ruary (1978) and keep falling. (Nov
ember 1977). The fall predicted from

February 1978 in fact occurred. It

was the normal seasonal drop after the

January peak. Seasonally adjusted, un

employment worsened throughout the

year and, taking account of the hidden

unemployed, has continued to worsen.

31. We are acting to end the offensive

paternalism of past policies towards

Aborigines. We will continue to en

courage self-management of Aborigin
al programs and make them masters

of their own affairs. (November 21,
? 1977). Performance in this area has

made a complete mockery of these

statements. Funds to programs which

may have facilitated these ideals have

been slashed. Aboriginal unemploy
ment has increased alarmingly. In

places where there is a real need for

assistance towards self management,
such as Aurukun and Mornington Is

land, all that the Fraser Government
? has given is more empty promises.

32. From February 1st, 1978, further

tax cuts will come in for every Aust

ralian wage and salary earner ....

The Government will bring taxes

down further — not increase them.

(November 21, 1977). For most wage

and salary earners the supposed savings

were taken away virtually immediate

ly through indirect taxes and increas

ed health insurance payments. In the

next Budget, six months later, taxes

were in fact increased by a 'temporary'

1.5 percent surcharge. Taxes overall

have steadily increased under Fraser.

33. From February 1st (1978), more

than 225,000 low income earners will

cease to pay any tax at all . (Novemb
er 21, 1977) . Direct income tax

may have been eliminated for some,

but these savings were wiped out by
health insurance charges and/or incr

eased indirect taxes. Many were soon

paying direct income tax again as

wages rose in the absence of full tax

indexation.

34. Interest rates have begun to fall

and they will keep on falling. (Nov
ember 21, 1977) . Once the election

is over, we will start to move to the

consummation of a two percent red

uction in interest rates — and that

^O^means about $500 a year for some

OyVone on an average home loan. (Dec

yjember 6, 1977). The long term bond

rate was set at 8.8 percent in Novem

s ber 1978, then at 9.0 percent in Feb

{ ruary 1979 and then 9.7 percent in

May 1979. Last month, the six-year

bond rate was set at 11.2 percent.

Interest rates are rising.

35. Now, so that more homes and

centres for the aged and handicapped
can be built, we will extend the pres

ent three year funding program for

a further year. (November 21, 1977)
Some of the funds originally allocat

ed still remain unspent. While the

Menzies Memorial Trust attracts a

dollar for dollar subsidy, the aged

persons housing matching grants have

been reduced to one dollar for two.

36. Petrol prices in all country areas

will be reduced to within a cent per

litre of the normal city retail price
—

without any increase in city prices as

a result (November 21, 1977). Petrol

prices have almost trebled since that

promise was made. Prices in country

areas remain well above city levels.

37 We will move to close loopholes
which permit tax avoidance, (affirm

ed regularly by the Prime Minister

and Treasurer since November 1977).

The moves have simply resulted in

tax evaders shifting from one illegit-
?

imate scheme to the next. Effective

moves to restrict unfair avoidance,
such as retrospective tax liability, have

been scrupulously avoided.

38. Inflation 'at an annual rate of 5

percent is within our reach by mid

1979. It will go on falling under the

policies of this Government. (Septem
ber 12, 1978). When that promise

was made, inflation was at 7.8 percent.

It is now acknowledged by the Treas;
urer to be over 10 percent and increas

ing.

Source — Nation Review, April 1980.
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KA MPUCHEAN SURVIVORS

THE BORDER CAMP
l;'

:

\
\ leapt from the food supply truck in

;j.

to no-man's land. This was the border

i area^ between Thailand and Kampuchea
'? where-200,000 refugees huddle togeth

.,
er in'.Camp 007. The thunder of heavy

j?
artillery boomed. constantly, and small

[ ;
arms sf ire erupted nearby. The- children

i remained calm, it was sate, wnen the

children of Camp 007 are calm all is

wellj.rwhen they run, take coVer! These

kids-have not survived five years of
'

fighting by good fortune. -The food

/?was unloaded. This^early morning del

{
jveryiso desperately needed. by the

[ refugees. Not a month earlier a field

|

hosptial and food centre had been

!. built&On the very day these were

completed they were burned to the

groun'd.- A- new hospital and food cen

.
tre now standrbn the.edcje of Camp -

007 nearest the Thai side. These

j
have-not yet been1 attacked but sh'ell

i shelters stand ready just outside the

r. doors; - ?

: THE'SURGERY
! ;

-

rThexSwrgerY was shocking. Blood

i soake|l£dressings and. bright white

;baricla§es'amid dark soiled clothes ? -

|lrfoeiaseg;Ybur-.atten.tr6n
on the amput

'.v.ees.|J^ijT)bed
bodies Jay in dozens, on

j-^a^|4oodep:\cots^.-The, damage' was in-.
'

^fncfe^byijand:mjnes.. Networks of

^mi^l'cover./ the entire region and no

.j'bn^frvows^A/here they all are. It is
'

/iris^^tpirnove; but' it is necessary to

^(5^|gthe fatber' of three children. ?
'

rlwecwjpi cu t.; bam boo . to bu i I d a si m pie : :
?

'

ishe^p; vai. 22^year-. ol d : mother stepped

!;offt$ftff'path to- look for wild berries:

=.

neilH^caijie' back unaided. -Each lost

-?a
-leq^t).tHers

were : less fortunate;
'

j^tHeylFost both legs, at the hip. Still

ralive-f^Cft
life for these people was no

:longen;as» they, had known it.

-,,,;'Make way! 'The man on the

stretcher had been shot in the head.

X-rays showed two bullets hedged in

his skull.. The surgeon studied the ?

shattered bones as the near corpse
:

was wheele? into, the operating room.

?oi.Life charges. forward at an incred

ible pace and intensity. If you do not .

treatvthe suffering or feed the starving

; -novy;, they have no second chance. ,

'

+HE5RESPONSE
'

The international response to the

.:Karnp.uchean crisis has been outstaod
1

.ing.-
^Governments donated money and ????..

.

skilled personnel provided services.
'

'Mercy convoys bearing tonnes of em

ergency food, medicine and clothing

. sped to points along the border. Thai- -

land set up Holding Centers and tens

of thousands of Kampucheans flooded

in. The United Nations High Commiss

ion for Refugees immediately delegat

ed duties to volunteer agencies: one

implemented the feeding program; an

other opened the surgery; other wards

were manned_and.all essential services

provided. Every, effort was directed to

wards the refugees as emergency staff
.

-

worked 36-hour shifts. Americans, .

French, Germans, British,. -Irish, Swiss,

Swedes, Icelanders, Belgians, Dutch,

Japanese, Philippinos, Canadians,

New Zealanders and Australians

worked side by side. The atmosphere
was dynamic.

The Kampucheans were grateful

'for every contribution. They savoured
'

each morsel of food and cherished

each article of clothing. The gratitude :

far outweighed the assistance.

THE SUFFERING

Entering the camp did not heal all ill

nesses; it only permitted the long pro-
-

cess of recuperation to begin.

. The 'intensive feeding. ward was a

child's last chance for life. Row on

row of stark wooden cots held tiny

bodies with bloated stomachs and

dul led 'responses, :the si gns :of severe

protein. deficiency. O.thers'.were mere

sacs of wrinkled skin stretched over a

fragile skeleton. Yea rl -old infants

weighed 3-.4vkilograms. . Young child- : ?

ren were half their normal size. Hourly

feedings and intravenous solutions

sometimes failed. Their: bodies': re-.?

jected nourishment and;:they:sloWly : :

'

died. -

?
?

'

?

*

'How do 'you -tell a mother' that,

you do not- know when her.. son; died? -'

'

?

His heart had been beating just one' ^

-

hour earlier. Your heart stops 'in anx-'

iety. He is -the second -loss tonight.

But the spirit of the people .

triumphed over their, suffering. Famil

ies cared for each other. Emotional

bonds grew stronger than steel. Ludai, a

tiny ten year old, stayed in the hospit
al to care for her

eight year old sister

who suffered from severe malnourish-
v

ment and microplasmic pneumonia.
Ludai bathed, massaged, fed and loved
her sister. When her sister slept, she

helped other in the ward care for their

children. A wide, generous smile never

left her face and in her sparkling eyes

was a love straight from the soul. She

inspired us all. If everyone had a

*

heart like hers the war-would never

have begun. ,

Mothers brought infants with

polio to the rehabilitation ward. The ,

babies, were given, therapy; mothers .

were taught to exercise, massage and

stimulate paralyzed limbs. A mother

asks if herchild will ever walk. The

response is cautious. The chances of

walking are minimal, especially with

out proper shoes and braces. The

mother asks of medical facilities in

Canada: what would her child's

chances be there? How to answer7

A widowed mother has five children

to care for. She cannot care for the

infant with polio. 'Will you take my

baby?' How to answer?

Amputees' muscle tone and

joint flexibility are maintained by ex

ercising the trancated limbs. Each

swollen stub is guided slowly, yet

steadily. Blood rushes into the major

arteries but finds no place to go and .

pulsates in the mending 'tissues cupped
' ?

in your hand.
A twenty-three year old, one

legged mother desperately wants to

walk She cannot carry her baby,
she cannot go to the market for food.

She attempts to hop. with the aid of

a crutch. 'Give me a leg!
'

, she

pleads. Her will is strong. We want to

help but there are no artificial limbs

in the camp. In desperation a split

bamboo is fitted, imperfectly.

Roye is four years old. When- the

Khmer Rouge attacked his village he

lifted his baby brother to his shoulder:

and began to' run. A soldier aimed his

gun and fired. The baby was killed and

Roye's. shoulder shattered. Frenzied

and blood spattered he continued to

flee, eventually making it to the border

Countless stories of mass beat

ings and death were brought to light ,

when a survivor of the process made it

into the camp. Lee, an old man' of
;

twenty- two years, had been beaten

. about the back and head with an iron

bar until senseless. . On the ground* he .

was kicked in the abdomen, back and

groin. A soldier raised his bayonet .

and pierced each knee cap. Finally', he,

was propped on the edge of an. open

pit and a stiff blow behind the head

catapulted him into the mass grave.

Miraculously, Lee regained conscious

ness that night. He crawled out from

the pit of tangled, bodies, and rotting

flesh. He struggled, into the jungle, and

joined fleeing refugees. Lee is, resting-.

. now, but his whole body, remains bent. ?

and twisted. Every movement is disr..

jointed and painful. .

Each story is echoed by a thous
and more. No bullets were* wasted, as

?

- the extermination process continued.

The only variation .was that-, women. ?

were raped before, being; murdered. ,
? ?

THE HOPE

The camp promised recoveries for

?many. Medicine;; clothes and^shel-ter J
;

erased disease,: exposure and squalor.
;

Regular meals subdued- the pains of
- malnutrition. -A weekly improvement

in the physical condition of the Kam- -

pucheans permitted a mental and em

otional revival. Songs sprang from lips

?that had been silenced for five years.

Dances and plays came to life.

Skilled craftsmen made musical in-
'

struments. The people were alive

and. Khmer culture was being reborn.

They had escaped fronl the Khmer

Rouge and Vietnamese-backed Hang
Samrin forces. Now they were free.

Smiles appeared on faces which had

turned to stone during the years of

hardship. Their tortured existence was

behind, them.. At last they had hope.

THE FUTURE?

Half of Kampuchea's population, over

four million people, are no longer alive.

Survivors emerge at the border oi

Thailand. The United Nations High

Commission for Refugees does not

recognize them as refugees: Recognized

refugees, Vietnamese and Laotian hill

'

tribesmen are quickly resettled over

seas but Kampucheans, the unrecogniz
ed refugees, are to stay in Thailand

temporarily and then return to Kam

puchea. The Commission's argument
'

-, is that they must go back to rebuild

their country. However, the refugees
fled murder and starvation. Thtjy.s'uc
ceeded in their long struggle to escape

and their exodus has marked them' as

traitors. If . forced to return; their

fate is sealed.
'

There are officially 1 56,000. ,?

-

? Kampucheans in the Holding Centres

and an estimated: 300,000 more in'

makeshift camps along the border.

The Holding Centres are closed. No

more refugees are allowed in. They
must wait at the border. One night,

one hundred-families went to the--.:

main centre at Khao I Dang seeking

shelter. The military simply opened
fire on them. They were not wanted.

The next day I
stood amid the - refug

ees as the military paraded by. The
air was wrought by hatred. The man

standing beside me. said that his .

cousin had' tried to join his'family =

in .the camp last night and had been
;

shot.

,
:

-

The camps are in effect prison ;

camps: Barbed wire' defines where / v

you can go and where.youicannot

go.. No new refugees can: enter th-3'

?. . camps and the only way out is to ?.?;

.; go back to Kampuchea. Several thous

and refugee have been 'voluntarily ;

repatriated' and the returning process

will continue.' Most of thjse desper- . . ,

ate. people have a different plea; they
?

beg to go to France, th^Uriited

-States
f

Canada or. Australia. I
con.

tinually delivered letter.-; to the

Embassies but they abide by the
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AspiRiNq IncMans — AciivisT iNTERviewed }

On Tuesday the 26th of August, Mr P.K.

Madhavan, an Indian activist, visited Can

berra. Mr Madhavan is the chairperson

of an organisation called AWARE (Action

for Welfare and Awakening in Rural

Environment). It is an effective organis

ation, achieving its objectives. The reas

on for this (or one of them) is that the

people are working by themselves for

themselves, self-directed and selfcontroll

ed. But let's begin at the beginning. .

How did AWARE come about and why?
The idea sprang out of a visit Mr Madhavan

was making to the Lambada tribal people

in 1974, when he was researching for a

book on anthropology. He met the people

and observed appalling conditions of pov

erty. The people had lost their land to

moneylenders. Inquiring into the sit

uation he found that the subsistence-level

economy the people had had to live on

forced them to borrow money when any

part of their economic cycle was disturb

ed; i.e., if a woman got sick and could

not carry the timber, cut by the men
, to

the market. — Each person was so- crucial

to the cycle for subsistence that they were

'

very vulnerable. The money-lenders lent

perhaps a few dollars for medicine and

the borrower signed a contract (with a

thumbprint) to repay the loan at about

480% interest and if the conditions

were not met .the borrower lost the

land. Ninety percent of the people

had lost their land in this fashion.

They believed that the contracts were

legal. The historic presence of the
'

moneylenders and consequent respect

given to them was so ingrained that

they dared- not challenge it. The peop

. le were forced to become farm labour

ers on the now landlords' land.

Mr Madhavan was shocked when

he found this situation Me knew such -

contracts were illegal. Furthermore he

was aware of extensive legislation in

the country which was meant to help

poor people. The means were there

for them to improve their situation,

but they were not being used.

He spent some eight months

talking to the people trying to con

vince them that they were not bound

to this fate. Slowly, they came around

?and began to think of challenging the

authority, the moneylender. Meetings
were held in the villages at markets
and they grew larger. Eventually they

decided to go, as a group, to the mon

ey lender and demand their land back.

Groups of 3,000 to 5,000 marched to

the estate, playing music-, collecting

followers on the way, if the money

lender did not respond, they took

back their rightful land by force.

Other settlements heard of the

success and began holding meetings.

The movement spread. Since 1976

it has reached about Vz a million

people in 600 villages.

What has been done with the land?

Wells have been dug to end the long

walks to fetch water. Seeds have been

sown. The people are now growing

their own food and market produce,

are far more self-sufficient, and far

less vulnerable.

What other aspects of their lives

have changed?
Almost everything. The women,

who were quite shy and timid, have

become much more confident of

themselves and aware of their rights.

They are getting some education and

cooperation with childminding in

creches. Health programs, both prev

entative and caring, have developed.

People are doing some craftwork,

'
? .^v

making some of their own consumer , ;

products. Most importantly their

attitudes towards themselves and to- .!?

wards traditional authorities have

changed.

All of this sounds as though it

must invofVe a lot of personnel. How \

was this organised?

Mr Madhavan went to govern- V

ment officials to see if they were aware
'

of the situation The reply was that r:

there was legislation there to help , ;

people get out of their poverty but

that they didn't want it. There were .

buildings available as organizational
centres etc. but the people had not

responded.

Henoe, Mr Madhavan began to

make use of these facilities.' Two law

yers made their services available and

people from villages were briefed on

their rights and possible strategies.

'Barefoot lawyers' learned about land
,

surveying where land could be retaken

and how. «
. „

* n

Cont on page l o

— AN EYE WITNESS VIEW
Commission's decision The refugees

want only to live, to work and to

raise what is left of their families.

Their cries will not leave my mind

I know the conclusion most relief

workers reach, 'I must find a way to

sponsor my friends'.' The question

is, how? Embassy staff cannot enter

the centres to interview refugees.

Resettlement is impossible. Separated

families face the same problem:

Kampuchians who went overseas be

for the war have found brothers and

sisters in the .entr-js. They can visit

arid take in extra food or clothes but

it is simply a visit to prison. Thjre

is no release.

The Kampuchians can nei ther

resettle overseas nor remain in Thai

land. 'Voluntary repatriation' guides
them back to isolated non commun

ist areas along the Kampuchean bord

er The Vietnamese perceive this as a -

threat and the border region ignites in

to a war .zone.Military clashes leave

casualties on each side. The refugees
also pay dearly: hundreds are

wounded and tens of thousands dis

placed.

A significant group caught in

this chaos is the unaccompanied min
ors. These children have no known

relatives alive. Some made it to the
border alone, others formed small
bands. Many witnessed the execution of
most of their family. Their stories all

contain the same grave ending: I am the
sole survivor of a family of ten; I am

the sole survivor of a family of seven; I

am the sole survivor of a family of
thirteen. You look at the little seven

year old and wonder who will look after

him. There are 1200 unaccompanied
minors in Khao I Dang Holding Centre

alone. They face the same fate as the
rest of the refugees. Another group of

orphans were sent to Khao Larn, a camp

on the narrow strip of land between Kam

puchea and the sea. This camp contains

only women, children and the. handicapp-

ed. Its precarious location was recently

demonstrated with startling accuracy.

An exploding 82 mm mortar shattered

the midnight silence. A twenty-seven

minute blitz ensued. Thundering explos
ions sent everyone scurrying. Fifty mort

ars tore into the sand alongside the

camp. The message was simple: targets

inside were equally vulnerable!

The children tremble in frenzied

groups on the beach. There is no place

to run. They are not calm.

The camps are in effect prison camps.

Barbed wire defines where you can go

and where you cannot go. No new re

fugees can enter the camps and the only ji
way out is to go back to Kampuchea^ M
Several thousand refugees have been ^

J|

'voluntarily repatriated' and thu re
'

1

turning process will continue. Most of
||

these desperate people have a different j|
plea: they beg to go to France, the

c||

United States, Canada or Australia -

Jj

POSTSCRIPT I
Sr $

Vietnamese boat people are quickly re- f?

settled; Laotian hill tribesmen find fast

transfer to other countries; Kampuch-H *

eans are stuck inHolding Centres with- I)

out hope of resettlement. The South|& . M
r ? Vietnamese and Laotian hill tribesmen f*

were allied with the Americans during . |$

the war in Indo-China. The Kampuch-
j*

eans, the gentlest people on earth , re- £
fused to join the fight: The North Viet- ^
namese launched attacks on the Amer

j?

ican military from within Kampuchea eti

The United States retaliated with the 3
massive bombing of Kampuchea. The 1.

country was in shambles and Pol Pot 3
seized power with well known results

Survivors of this holocaust are now

trapped in border camps. Is that their - p
price for living peaceably? Had 1 he

Kampucheans been allied militarily

would they now be resettled. Are some

refugees real and other not? ^
I am unable to answer.

]

Paul Parker
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AUSTRALIAN

RACISM EXPOSED
-10'

1 ABORIGINALS AT THE U.N.
- V

li ??
'

r*'. ?

??: OnTuesday 22nd September, a public

i.. meeting, was held at the Workers' Qub

to discuss the achievements of the

V recent Aboriginal delegation to the

v United Nations at Geneva.

The Aboriginal leaders presented their

K points of riew on the Noonkanbah Land

f' Rights issue and Australian treatment
?

of A boriginals generally for international

'?/ scrutiny.

We present an edited text of Jim Hagen's

speech, which opened the discussion,

v and a selection of the questions and

answers that followed the speeches.

: From our trip to Geneva many indir

.''
ect gains were made that were support

ive. of initiatives already underway
throughout Aboriginal society, aimed

at improving the liklihood of self

determination by Aboriginal people.

.. Before we left Australia we tried

to- make it clear that we had one simp
le purpose in mind

. ; .
. to inform the

/ international community of the unique

. problems of Aboriginals as were, and

still are, manifest in the Noonkanbah

crisis. . This was an act of desperation
born 7of the Federal Government's re

fusal to intervene on behalf of the
?

Noonkanbah people with a State gov
-?

ernment that had resorted to guerrila

tactics :to secure domination of its

. will'/
?

Unable to justify its actions with

reason the Court government chose force

ancte'the Federal -government, despite

weakrassurances of concern, opted for

acquiescence. Our only alternative

.. course was to air this unjust situation

,? in^the international arena and hope
. thatnthis action would jar the complac

ency of the Federal government suffic

iently to get it to act.

We told the Sub-Commission on

Prevention of Discriminations and Prot

ection of Minorities the truth of the

matter and left it to them to make

their own judgement and act, as they

saw fit, according to established proto

cols and priorities. They were respon

sive to the point that, having heard

about Aboriginal people and their long

struggle to achieve the ultimate dignity

of self-management in Australia (in

many cases for the first time), they

indicated a genuine and continuing

interest. Outside of the SubComm

ission, many of these member count

ries took the time and the trouble

to seek even further information and

expressed a genuine desire to be kept '.

informed.

We requested a U.N. study into

discrimination against Aborigingal

people in Australia. Their recomm

endation on this matter will be consid

ered by the Human Rights Commiss

ion when it meets in February of next

year. What action results remains to

'be seen, but nevertheless it is not to

be considered the only, positive result

of the Geneva visit. There have been

many less-direct gains which we feel

will, however discreetly, change the

complexion of Aboriginal affars in

this country from this point on. Not

the least of these is the unprecedented

international recognition of the unique'

identity of Aboriginal people, of their

problems and of^their struggle to over

come them.

We have now achieved an unity
of purpose with peoples experienced

in dealing with repression and exploit

ation of underprivileged minorities.

This connection must help, revitalise

our struggle against the forces that

would see us kept down. We feel that ?

we have 'achieved a new stature in the

eyes of all Australians and in the eyes
?

of Australian governments both federal

and State . . . .
A stature that in the

case of the latter, will bring some corr

esponding increase, in resentments and

reaction. In fact, to .en large on that

point, it has been 'noted that the most

bitter protest against this totally Abor

iginal initiative has come from the

Premier of Western Australia. What the

world press has described as unique,

unprecented and historic he has dis

missed as inconsequential /and mischiev

ous. It is no surprise that to the lead

er of the West Australian. Government -

such initiatives are viewed.- as a formid

able and threatening trend: Fortun-
.

ately it appears from a perusal of the

massive press coverage of the event

that his negative response was quite is

olated and, so much anticipated, that

it did not rate mention in any, other

than his own newspaper. If it was a

true claim that the NAC Delegation

kept Mr Fraser off the front page it

could be equally claimed that it kept
Mr Court out' of the papers altogether.

Normal response to our visit was,

to say the least, unexpected and most

gratifying. The media, both Australian

and international, gave us unlimited

coverage and very much personal ass

istance, as did so many other people - ?

and organisations that I cannot ment

ion them all here. Phone calls, tele

grams and letters were an indication

of the tremendous support all Aborig
inal pfeople have for their fight and

for/their. ;cause.,. Such^compli.mentSido'
not belong to/the delegate members

whose great honour and privilege it

was to represent Aboriginal people,

but to the people themselves for their

endurance arid their tenacious hope'
for a better future.

?

But now Geneva must be viewed

in retrospect as yesterday's initiative

and its effects applied to the continuat
'

ion of our struggle.

;

? Judging from Dr Thompson's res

ponse on behalf of the Australian

Government at Geneva in which he re

vealed a naive appreciation of the ?

true problems, that struggle is far

from over. Dr Thompson told the -

Sub-Commission that one thing was

very clear . . .//that equitable resolut

ions of conflicts such as that at Noon

kanbah can only be found by way. of

negotiation and discussion, and not
?

confrontation. He did not mention

that his government had declined to

enter such negotiations because of its

fear of upsetting a far less enlightened
State government. He said Noonkan

bah did not reflect the overall situat

ion in Australia. It doesn't; there are

many other conflicts that are even

worse.
*

'

-

He claims that the mining com

panies and Aboriginal people have

been able, to negotiate terms on Abor

iginal land . . . . he did not mention -

that in Western Australia and Queens

land, Abpriginals have n6' land. He

says the Federal government has
'

maintained close liaison with the. W.A.

. government over Noonkanbah.' Curious

? 1 www— — WW— »w— — BaaaaKKWllwiWBWilllWIi— illi i». : ; &V. -*'? 's
v-o,- V-,

ADDRESSING UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE IN GENEVA Philip Vincent (Back row, far left), Reg Birch, Jim Hagen, and
Jimmy Biendurry (Front row left to right):
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indeed, when the State premier has

told them unequivocably to mind

their own business. He claims Feder

al government liaison with Noonkan

bah people and then dismisses their

claim that drilling is taking place on

a sacred site, by concurring with the

State government that it is merely an

area of influence. Saddest of all, how

ever, he says that both Federal and

State governments are committed to

protection of these sites while at the

very moment an oil rig is violating

one such site in a ruthless pursuit of

economic gain at the expense of

Aboriginal spirituality.

Dr Thompson says the constit

utional powers available to the Feder

al government to intervene are discret

ionary and as such represent a question

of jucjgement. I am informed that such

a statement is legal nonsense, no doubt

that the learned members of the Unit

ed Nations are aware of this. If, as

he claims, the most effective solution

to similar disputes is to negotiate the

protection of interests of all parties

involved then his government must,

state categorically that it recognises

the interests of Aboriginals as totally

valid and be prepared to defend this

belief with its constitutional weapons.

On our arrival back in Australia

we find the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs sad about what has happened
at Noonkanbah and philosophical

about having the government's mist

akes aired on the international scene.

The Federal government appears

contrite but irresolute. As I said

before, it appears that the lead will

have to come from theNAC which,

in fact, is the body elected to per

form that service to the government.

We trust we have already gone part

way towards fulfilling our role.

As further aid to the Federal

Government we have put certain

requests to them and asked that

they respond to them within a

defined time limit. These, we believe

will be valuable initiatives in establish

ing accord between the government
and the Aboriginal people.
We have asked that the Federal Gov

ernment -

1) Acts to immediately halt drilling

at Noonkanbah in the light of the

statement made by its representative

at the United Nations and the subsequ
ent statement by the Minister for Abor

iginal Affairs, that the government

wants no more Noonkanbahs and that

it would welcome a United Nation's

study into matters raised by the NAC

delegation to Geneva.

2) Introduces emergency legislation,

in the next sitting of Parliament, that

applies to all states and that provides

for prohibition of mining on all Abor

iginal land until proper negotiations

have occurred between Aboriginal

communities and mining companies
and state governments concerned.

3) Secures the right of the Abor

iginal people to the continuance of

their elected representative body,

namely the National Aboriginal Con

ference, by introducing legislation in

the next sitting of Parliament guarant
eeing same.

4) Initial an agreement to negotiate

a treaty /Makaratta with Aboriginal

people.

5) Approves a budget allocation to the

NAC befitting its status as a national

Aboriginal body, of a global amount

increasing at a rate of 10 percent per

annum in real terms.

6) Provides funding for a research

unit to be established within the NAC

for development of a treaty /makaratta

proposal and other research programs

The NAC feels that these initiat

ives will enable the government to

pursue an enlightened policy of self

management of Aboriginal affairs in

keeping with their stated desire to do

so.

Their favourable response to

these recommendations will prove an

honest desire to accept the advice of

Aboriginal people in formulating such

policies.

Does it, or its Labor alternative,

have the will to accept these directions

for the ultimate betterment of the lot

of the Australian Aboriginal people?

Jimmy Biendurry National Aboriginal
Commissioner.

No-one cay say that the Noonkanbah

situation has been solved, not even

Charles Court. They can force mining
but they cannot crush the spirit of

my people. By forcing [the convoy]

through, the W.A. government has

shown it has no soul. With one hand

it offers $1 m for housing and with the

other hand it is destroying the culture

and lifestyle.

The Aboriginal people of today
are not the same as thirty years ago.

We know our own minds and we know

where we must go. I hear some people
say there are 'white stirrers' up in the

Kimberleys but I
can say to you we

control what we do and what we say.

What we want to do is protect our

culture and our lands. The W.A. gov

ernment say they have consultation,
but they don't take seriously what we

say. We are on the move, even to

. Geneva. We lost it 200 years ago, but
we aim to get some of our land back.

(Question) 'Has money allocated for

Aboriginal Housing in W.A. been not

spent, and had to be returned to the

Federal Government?'

Jimmy Biendurry Yes, it's true.

Senator Ruth Coleman I raised this

matter in the Senate in 1975-76. As a

senator representing Western Australia

I
was concerned to find an amount of

$4.55m allocated, none of which had

been spent for a variety of reasons.

Three of the main reasons were

(1) that there was insufficient land

(in a State that takes up a third of the

nation)

(2) at a time when business was de

pressed and businesses were screaming
out that their stocks were on the shelf

I was told it was impossible to.supply
the demand, and

(3) at a time when in the building in

dustry, there were six workers for

each job vacancy, I was told that there

were no working people available to

construct Aboriginal housing.

Now I'd like to ask Mr Bien

durry about the $1 m plan to put up

a supposed 60 house village on Noon

kanbah and, according to the Minister
for Cultural Affairs, on supposed
'sites of significance'. I am given to

understand the design of the village

was for those to be around .the home

stead area which does not take in the

sites of significance. Can you comm

ent?

Jimmy Biendurry As I see it they are

trying to cool the people down for

money.

Ruth Coleman The W.A. government
is trying to see if the Noonkanbah

people will accept a housing develop
ment on these sites of significance, so

t

they can say 'what's all the fuss

about these sites'.

Reg Birch, N. AC. representative for

East Kimberley. My people and fellow

Australians, I'd like to give you my

personal impressions. Geneva is cert

ainly a reality; I felt that I was

privileged to be a part of that exped
ition. I am from East Kimberley, but

traditionally I have a link to the Noon
kanbah people.

Stuart West (ALP Shadow Minister)
Noonkanbah is no exception to the

Federal Government's ability to take
over land. Yarabah in Queensland

is an example of what should be done.

Land rights must be an integrated
national plan. At Noonkanbah, the

Lands Trust only had enough money

to buy land, but not to set up housing
I've been to other black communities

and seen what can be done, the people
building houses according to their own

designs. Court and Fraser say there
will never be another Noonkanbah,
but if we leave it up to them there will

be trouble again and again.

The White world is ignorant of

what's happening down under to Black

people.
Australia will host the Third Gen

eral Assembly World Council of Indigen
ous peoples in Canberra during April
and May next year, there will be cultur

'

al events, and sports along with the con

ference talks.

llNldiAN ACTiON — AWA.R.E. ilNTERViEW

Buildings were used as training

centres and from there people moved

out to the villages to implement their

ideas.

This also sounds like quite a

costly project. How is it financied ?

For the first two years the staff were

unpaid. tJow they get $100 a month.

Forty percent of the finances are rais

ed locally and the remaining 60%

comes from overseas aid. They have

resolved to be independent of this

aid by 1986. The money is ploughed

back into the project and spread as

widely as possible. The decisions about

allocation of village funds are made by

the villagers, who nominate a governing

group, but these people also work the

land.

Why didn't the moneylenders
respond with force?

Some have responded with court pro

cedures but the situation is doubtful

for them because their contracts

were illegal, so their hold on the land

was fraudulent. They had no legal

reason for calling in police to stop

people from occupying their own

land. Some court cases are being

fought, and won by the villagers.

Has there been any political

or other opposition to AWARE?

Because the organisation made no

political affiliation it has drawn

opposition from both extremes,

i.e. it has been accused of being

communist and also a CIA agent.

There have been two attempts made

on Mr Madhavan's life However,
the government is now responding

with some support.

Has the movement expanded
beyond the Lambada tribals?

In 1978 the Harijans (untouchables)

in the area responded and have begun
similar actions and projects. Earlier

this year the Walk-against-Want in Can

berra raised $6,200 for their wells and

seeds.

How much land has been re

gained?

To date, 38^0% of the AWARE vill

ages have regained their land:

Did the 'emergency' in India affect

them?

Yes, quite positively. The count

er-revolutionary forces from right

winged groups were suppressed and

AWARE had nribre frfeedom to act.

Finally, Mr Madhavan spent six

weeks in Oz and was asked how he

perceived its development and problems.

He said he felt Australians were very

unaware of the oppression in their

society. He felt that when people

could not legally march, Aborigines

were not even counted until 1967,

women and minorities were not all

represented fairly in the parliament,

Australia had quite a repressive nat

ure about it. And, despite the degree

of literacy and media tools available,

the people were still not aware and

actively concerned about the prob
lems, At this point however, he had

40 hours left to spend in the country
and said that there was still time to

change his mind.

AWARE sends out a newsletter

which I will be receiving shortly. If

anyone is interested please contact

me at the Woroni Office or 2XX.
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- STATE TERRORISM ? ? - ? ? —

GOULBURN PRISONERS cont.
the boys being bashed and canjdo

I
nothing about it and I'm

losing sleep

of a night thinking of these assaults

I've heard the officers outside-my cell

discussing how they were going to give

Munday a touch up with the batons

I because he thought he was a smart

arsei.l have no choice but to accept

. these/conditions because I've been told

that if
I play up or cause any trouble

I'll be here for longer than the three

months that is supposed to bo the

longest stay here. I've no doubt that if
'

I was to stay here much longer than

j

three months
I would become a com

; plete jibbering idiot. I've sympathy
for all these men in this place. I

think that if something is not done

to this
. place someone is going to

get very sick being here in these

yards through a cold winter.

My injuries were actually recorded on

. my nrjedical report but after
I go

back into prison back to whatever
.

jail I go to
I

make enquiries to see if

1

they' have b-.en recorded. Weli, I
don't

knowlhow much longer I
am going to

be here, how much more
I

can take of

this place but they reckon that the

bashings went out with Grafton, no

way, in the world. The bashings are

still going on here, prisoners are being

flogged for no reason at all, just for

i making some remark or asking for
'

something. Peter Schnieder, this is no

exaggeration, was flogged for ten

minutes solid with batons and boots
two days ago. Everything was taken
off him. He has got nothing in the

yard, no water, no shower, no toilet.

If he wanted a drink of water they
sent him in a cordial bottle full of

water. If he wanted to go to the

toilet they gave him a little rubber

bucket.

This is John Cribb again. You may be

under the opinion because we are

taping this tape to you that we must

have it pretty good if we've got
cassettes tapes. Wei I, there are only
two in this unit that were granted

special permission. One to Peter

Schneider for his court case and every
thing, to take notes for his court case,

and this one for myself because I was

given special permission to listen to

some tapes that were left to me on a

visit. Now, these are the only two

cassette players that we've got, other

than that , we've got virtually nothing.
We're allowed to spend $1 .50 a week

and allowed to buy-well you know

what you can buy for $1 .50! When

in the other jails it's $4.00 a week

We're allowed very very little here.

All we've go is a radio and that.

There is talk that we are-going to

receive more amenities and activities

at a later date, but even if we get evjry

thing that we are permitted to have in

other iails. it still won't be aood eno^ah

and I'll tell you why. Because it 'is not

so much what we've gut and what we

haven't got, it's the conditions that

we're forced to live under and the psych
ological effect that this place has on

you because of the attitude and the

lack of communications between the

screws and us, they've got just no int

erest in the world of trying to sort us

out. They say we're here for certain

reasons. O.K. why aren't they trying to

sort us out. Half the guys here don't

know what they are here for. None of

them have been charged for the all

eged offences that they are here for.

Until the public realises the con

ditions that prevail in these places, and

in some way try and attempt to have

them closed down , this place ?

'

I

never went to Katingal, I've been to

just about every other 'trac' section

in the state, and from what I've heard

from different people, this place is

unbelievable compared to Katingal

and Grafton. Now this place has just

got to be closed down and the public
has got to be made aware, instead of

being brainwashed by the media and

have their heads full of propaganda.

Until they realise that they have been

brainwashed and been told a pack of

lies, nothing will be done. It's in the

public hands. If you want your son,

maybe you have got relatives or sons

or brothers and that in jail well.

think of them. Tomorrow they're
likely to end up down here and get
bashed with baseball bats and half

starved and abused all the time. I'll

leave this up to you public, if you

have got any conscience whatsoever,

you will do something about it.

In my opinion and in the opin
ion of many other prisoners that I

know the reason that Bijl Munday
was sent down here really was bec

?

ause of hi: book that he is getting

published titled 'Fifty-eight years',

becau-e in that book he exposes

the boys homes, exposes the trac

sections that he's been through, and

exposes places like this where prison
ers like us c:re even still today, being0

bashed, assaulted by great numbers of

screws and that for absolutely no reas-.

jn , and because he has exposed these

places in his book, it's our opinion
that's the real. reason why he's down

here. At this stage there is nothing

they can do to stop it being pub
lished now, and it's gone too far,

there would be too much kick back

on the department and everything
if they knock it on the head, be

sides that it's outside, it's in the hands

of someone, and it can be published,

and there is nothing they ..an do to

stop ft, and this is why he has been

sent here to be harassed and everything

else-because he is exposing these places.' ,

POLICE ABUSE POWER
A spokesperson from the ACT Prison

'

er's Action Group said today that 'We

have just sent an urgent letter to the

Commissioner for the Federal Police,

Sir Collin Wood, requesting an urgent

meeting to discuss serious matters con

cerning police misconduct, including

what we consider to be the improper

arrest of Michael Rimmer (A member

of the ACT Prisoner's Action Group)
and the arrest and harassment of dem

onstrators. We pointed out to Sir Coll

in that as a Federal Election is forth

coming, we can only assume that the

harassment and arrest of demonsitrat

ors who are protesting over the feder

al government's policies is political

and a denial of civil and democratic

rights, guaranteed us by the Australian

democracy. We also pointed out that

it would be in the interests of the

community for a delegation from the

ACT Prisoner's Action Group to meet

with him and discuss our grievances

rather than involving ourselves in dir

ect confrontation.'

. The group concedes that not all

police, abused their power, but feels

that enough officers were abusing their

power to put us in a situation where

we gravely fear the possibility and

danger of a 'police state'.

The spokesperson went on to say

that 'The situation is extremely serious

and warrants immediate attention, poss

ibly that of a Commonwealth Royal

Commission into police powers and

corruption if our civil and democratic

rights are to be preserved'.

For further information please phone
either Jenny Williams or Michael

Rimmer on 47 9001.

DETAILS OF ARREST OF

MR RIMMER

On Thursday the 18th of September,
Mr Rimmer and Ms Williams went to

the police headquarters to inquire

about four women arrested for dem

onstrating, on Capital Hill against the
Prime Minister earlier that day. They
were informed' that the women

were being charged and 'processed!
Mr Rimmer is currently on bail pend
ing a court case which he is pleading
not guilty to, and as a result is re

quired by the court to report to the

police twice weekly. After informing
the police officer at the inquiry desk

of this they were asked to wait. After

half an hour had elapsed Mr Rimmer

informed the officer that he had just

been released from hospital after surg

ery and was in considerable pain and

feeling sick.

On numerous occasions Mr Rim

mer has been insulted by police offic

ers when reporting to the police. On

one occasion an officer threatened to

'ram a baton up his*anal passage',

(indicates word substituted as it .was

indecent). He has since been recording

the conversation when reporting to

police using a concealed tape recorder.

This fact was broadcast on the Prison

er's Program on Community Radio in

Canberra.

When Mr Rimmer went in to the

watch house to sign his name he not

iced one of the arrested women and

smiled at her, an officer immediately

screamed at him 'You're here to sign

the book' and an other officer said

in a very threatening manner 'I owe

you a punch in the head' (referring

to what had been previously broad

cast on the program). As Mr Rimmer

was leaving the police station he in

formed police of what had. just been

said to him by quoting the comment,

told them he was going to put out

an immediate press release about it,

make an official complaint to the

court house, and also said 'I am sick

to death of you corrupt pigs, you're

not going to get away with this '.

Outside the police station Mr Rimmer

was grabbed by two officers and

dragged down the corridor. At no

stage was he informed that he had

been placed under arrest or advised of

his rights. After representations from

a solicitor and the press as well as a

number of concerned citizens. Mr Rim

mer was charged with using indecent

language in the foyer of the police

station and allowed to leave.

Mr Rimmer did not use any indec

ent language and in fact while under arp

est was told by an officer who was not

wearing a badge 'You're going to be

sorry for that 'shit' you've been saying

on radio'. It is a total hypocrisy that

Mr Rimmer should be arrested for

complaining about police misconduct.

Mr Rimmer appeared in court

today, Thursday 25th of Setpember
and was remanded for mention until

the 27th of October 1 980.

DRUG LAWS ARE INVALID
In the fourth issue of Woroni for this

year, we published an article about

Warren Foster, who had been charged

with possession and trafficking cann

abis, in January of this year, because

he was growing his own cannabis. His

case went before the Court of Petty

Sessions in May, where Warren defend

ed himself.

Before the magistrate gave his

verdict, Warren decided to appeal to

the Supreme Court. This enabled him

-; to obtain a jury, whereas if he had

waited for the magistrate's verdict

(which was highly 'ikely to be unfav

ourable) he would not have been able

to obtain a jury .(talk about making
things difficult!)

After hassling around in and

out of court over the last few months,

the possession charge is due to be

heard on September 30th, although,
rumour has it, the police want to

adjourn the hearing until October,

so it will be heard at the same time

as the trafficking charge.

Warren is again defending him

self. His defence should pro.e an int

eresting test of the drug laws.

Cannabis is listed as an illegal

substance under the Poisons and Nar

cotics Ordinance. Under this ordin

ance, cannabis is classified as an add

ictive substance. It should be patently

obvious to anyone with any scientif

ic knowledge of the herb in question,
- that cannabis is none of these things;

pejple are being prosecuted under a

law that is totally incorrect! These

definitions outlaw a substance, only

because of the ignorance and xeno

phobia of legislators decades ago (may
be with the support of alcohol produc
ers? )-Cannabis has never been demon

strated to be a significantly harmful

substance (ie. if harmful at all, its tox

icity is less than that of other substanc

es, we eat, drink and smoke!)
Warren also believes that contrary

to the intent of the constitution, the

drug laws are legislating to prevent

the practice of his religion (i.e. system

of beliefs) as the use of cannabis

forms part of his spiritual commun

ion.

The use of cannabis is regarded

as a crime, i.e, ah evil act, when it

cannot be shown that it is evil, as it

harms noo'ne, and may actually have

beneficial effects. The actual crime,

. .in Warren's opinion is the enforcing

of one group's moral opinions against

another, with no justification.

The evil intent of the trafficking

act is most evident when, against the

basic principle of British Law, which

we have inherited; that one is innocent

until proven guilty, they assume that

because one possesses large quantities

of cannabis, one must be dealing; i.e.

one is guilty until proven innocent. -

The onus must be on them to prove

a person is actually trafficking, other

wise-the person could be intending to

use all the cannabis for their own con

sumption. And surely that is the inten

tion of most growers — to produce
enough cannabis to avoid resorting to

the black market capitalists.

Therefore the drug laws are

open to questioning on a number of

grounds, however to appeal to the

courts of our land for truth and just
ice to be upheld is rather hopeful, as

other articles in Woroni this year have
shown. However, they must be chall

enged to put an end to the misery and

suffering these laws cause to thousands

of cannabis users.
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POLLING PLACES I

Monday October 6 H
5.30 -7 pm Burgmann H

Tuesday October 7 ^a
8.45am - 12.05 pm Union

12.25-1 45pm John XXIII H
5.30 - 6.45 pm Ursula H
7-9 pm Garran H

Wednesday October 8 H
8.45 - 10.15 Law Library I
12.15 - 3.15 Union

6 - 7.30 pm Bruce H

Thursday October 9 H
10.30 am - noon Toad H
12 20 - 1.45 pm Burton

2.45 7.30 pm Union

Friday October 10 H
10 am - 2 pm Union ^R

Ian Rout ^1
(Returning Officer) H

trustee

Oonrvruc Whi+ehous^

Kov^» been €. Icc.^e^

o r\ o
^3 pO^-€/^

?

IAN JACKSON

The fact that I have managed to sur

vive three years at this university proves

that I have the tenacity and stubborness

necessary to be an editor. Also, I can

plagiarize Patrick Cook as well as the
Journalist's Association.

KATHLEEN ORR

I'm a third year history student, but my
more relevant experience lies with writing
and layout for The Lictor and The

Queen's Journal, student newspapers in

Canada, and WORONI here. I've initiated

the AFRICA TODAY program on 2XX
and written for 2XX Communique. I've

also worked on the Accommodation

Campaign this year.
I was involved with the Journalists'

Association but left them because there
was too much energy wasted on wine

and cheese and status-seeking, with no

substantial work on actual writing.

TIM WHITE

I'm a second year English/Anthropology
student. My interests have been centered

around politically-motived groups and

campaigns on campus: the S.A. , the

Left group, the men's group, and the

Aboriginal Support Group; as well as

working withth the Student Accomm

odation campaign.
I have experience producing, writing

and laying out WORONI.

By voting for this collective rather

than the inexperienced JA troupe,
students will get the best and most acc

essible editorial collective.

DEEJ JONES I
I am a part-time philosophy student |H

and am interested in feminism, creative^B
writing, visual art and changing the H
system. This year my life has centered®
around various strange and mysterious H
activities, such as Accommodation act-^|
ion, Wimmin on Campus, becoming a H
Union Board member, member of pub-H|
lications and planning committee on th^B
Board, and even occasionally can be H
found working in the library! H

I gained experience with WORONI H
while Wimmin on Campus compiled H
this year's Women's edition during H
which time I did a fair amount of lay
out, wrote articles and drew some H
graphics. H

I believe that we are the collective

that will best serve student needs in H
1981. WORONI must remain an alter-^l
native media rather than a mirror im- H
age of the newspapers of the capitalist H|
press. H
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UNEMPLOYMENT ? ? ?

THE

FOUNDRY
'The Foundry' is a project sponsored

by CYSS as are Jobless Action in Civ

ic arid Woden and Pub-CYSS in Bel
connen. This is its third year of oper

ation. It has recently received an incr

ease in funding unlike Jobless Action,

primarily because it is not engaged in

propaganaa, or Trying to Tina people

jobs. However, the Foundry does

serve a useful and much-needed role

as a support service, drop-in centre,

and in helping people to use their

leisure-time more effectively. Recently
numbers have increased with some

times up to 50 people using the

Foundry per day.

A number of workshops are con

ducted (see programme below). There

are usually about five people per work

shop, but often more in such work

shops as guitar and photography. Ab
out 30% of the people using the

Foundry take part in workshops,

while the rest drop in for coffee, to

talk with others, and obtain informat

ion about welfare and legal aid servic

es, and help with hassles such as fin

ancial difficulties, problems with Soc-'

ial Security and C.E.S.

There are two part-time and one

full-time co-ordinators at the Foundry
—Jacqui Flitcroft, Charles Livingstone
and John Watkins. Jacqui is standing
for the Senate at the next election for

Jobless Action.

Although the Foundry has no

facilities for producing political propa

ganda, it does help such groups as

People Under Poverty, and has the

potential to be a self-help centre, and

a focal point for unemployed peoples'

attempts to improve their situation.

The Foundry is at 23 Batman

St. Braddon (ph 47 5815) and is open

Tues - Sat. 10 am
- 6 pm. The Found

ry also houses the Community Legal

Service, which has its own phone and

is run by a separate committee. They
have been receiving between 15 and

30 calls per week without much pub
licity, and a limited publicity campaign
is being started to make people more

aware of the service.

They have a roster of 30 solicit

ors who will do free or low-cost work.

The Legal Service identifies whether

the caller's problem is a legal one, and

then refers them to a lawyer, or offers

simple advice such as the costs of divorce

etc., where 4hat is possible. Most cas

es dealt with are custody and mainten

ance cases, and motor vehicle accidents.

Often people just want someone

to talk to about their problems, and

the service rings Government Depart
ments such as the S.S. on their behalf;

they usually get more satisfactory res

ults.

If anyone wishes to use the Leg
al Service, the number if 48 0616 (The

office is open from Mon-Sat. 10am -

6 pm). After hours enquiries are also

recorded.

PROGRAM ?

Tuesday Drama 2-4pm

Wednesday French 1 1- 1pm; Electronics 1 1-1pm
and Electrical repairs

Motor Bike Maintenance 2-4pm
Spinning & Weaving 2-4pm

Thursday Guitar 1 1-1 pm; Batik 1 4pm;
Relaxation 1-3pm; Art (Painting &

drawing) 2-4pm

Friday
'

Pottery 1 2-2pm; Meditation 34pm
Woodwork - AH day

Saturday Photography 10 30-1 Z30pm (at
Canberra TAPE)

**

OTHER ACTIVITIES THAT YOU

CAN DO IN YOUR OWN TIME:

Gardening , Candlemaking, Sewing
and cooking.

*

TRAVEL REINBURSEMENT: This
is paid to participants (ie unemployed
people who come to the Foundry )
once a week on Fridays 11 to- 2pm

**

Also starting ioon — Push bike

Maintenance
, Budgeting Course

**

NOTE: All classes are free. Classes
are set up according to demand.

Therefore activities and times

may change.

PUTS THE TRESH' BACK IN AIR

The 'AIR ALIVE' NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR

eliminates most allergy causing irritants, pollu

tants, including smoke, pet and food odours.

Gives you that 'I FEEL GOOD' sensation.

? SAFE, SILENT & AUTOMATIC
? PORTABLE (CAR, HOME OR SMALL OFFICE)
? APPROX 25 CENTS PER YEAR RUNNING COST

? 2 YEAR GUARANTEE

? MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED AFTER 30 DAYS

? OPTIONAL ADAPTOR KIT FOR HOME

? COMMERCIAL MODEL AVAILABLE ALSO

For enquiries phone TED CAMPBELL

, 48 8174
^

STUDENTS

miiMwiw
. mm

? ? ?

No work for 1 in 4 school leavers

YOU CAN HELP JOBLESS ACTION MAKE FULL EMPLOYMENT
THE PRIORITY ISSUE IN THE A.C.T. AT THIS ELECTION.

THE JOBLESS ACTION COMMUNITY CAMPAIGN NEEDS YOUR

HELP AND SUPPORT FOR OUR SENATE CANDIDATES,
NEVILLE CURTIS AND JACQUI FLITCROFT.

WE BELIEVE THAT CANBERRA CAN SHOW THE COUNTRY THAT
FULL EMPLOYMENT IS A REALITY WHEN ENOUGH PEOPLE
DEMAND IT.

JA-CC URGENTLY NEEDS CAMPAIGN WORKERS IN ALL CANBERRA
SUBURBS .

COME TO OUR CAMPAIGN OFFICE IN THE KINGS LEY STREET
BUILDINGS OPPOSITE TOAD HALL ANYTIME.

THIS TIME,
PUT FULL EMPLOYMENT FIRST
and then the party of your choice

in the senate vote

_
1] NEVILLE CURTIS

& JACQUEUNE FLITCROFT
? Issued /*no Authorized ey C. LiviNGSTON€KiNGSLey-s7:, acton*
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EDUCATION ?

? — ? ?

'...EDUCATION HAS

NEVER BEEN MORE

IMPORTANT...'

-BUTTON.
The following is the record of an interview conducted by Sandy Tiffin
and Louise Tarrant with Senator John Button, Shadow Minister for Education
on September 17th.

Q The Teachers' Federation and other

groups are trying to make education

into a major election issue with the

slogan 'Let s Develop Education Do

you think that the government is giving

enough priority to education at the

moment , and what is Labor's position
on education in this coming election?

A. Well, I can't give you a short answer

to that. First of all let me say that I

don't think the Teachers' Federation

campaign has been very successful. I

judge that as a politician not just my

self, but by remarks made by my coll

eagues, too t mean, the reality of it

is that you don't go round electorates

these days and find people clamouring

about education as an issue, as one us

ed to in the late sixties, I believe

though I wasn't a politician then. They
are much more concerned about other

issues like unemployment and taxation

and things of that kind .

I think there are several reasons

for that. I think, first of all, that the

Whitlam period of government was a

great success in the sense that it took

the cutting edge off some of the most

glaring inequalities in education, and

some of the demands were met fairly'

substantially during that period. The

other reason I think is that the Fraser

government has tended very much to

downgrade education, because they in

herited the destructor of Commonwealth
involvement in education, the Schools

Commission, the Tertiary Education

Commission and so on, which they

didn't particularly like, but weren't

quite prepared to abolish, because

they knew that these things had a

lot of electoral support. I think there

really has been an unease in the Austral

ian community about the relevance of

education, compared with previous

periods. I think in the past
— educat

ion was seen as a means of obtaining
'

access to employment ft was very

clear that the better education you had

as a general rule, and the longer you

stayed in education, the better job you

got. Most parents believed that I'm

sure, very strongly. In the last four

or five years, because of unemploy
ment, the re not certain about that

any more. And theysre right not to

be certain. Now, the government
'

would say 'Well, for that reason educ

ation is not important' . I would say

that if one looks ahead education has

never been more important, because

we are going tu go through a period

of pretty severe social dislocation in

Australia t think because of unemploy
ment and technological change, and

changing relationships with South

East Asia etc. I would say that the

better educated population you have,

the better you are able as a society to

copL with Jhose sorts of things.

Q. The Liberal Party's emphasis on

education is morj of a prearranged —

they seem to be funding TAPES (not
that they're doing much for TAFE)
either) but they're funding those to

the detriment of other tertiary instit

utions, and they seem to regard educ

ation as a sort of meal ticket. Do you

see that as what education is all about
,

or what the Labor policy would lik~

of education?

A. No t think in some way, in terfns

of funding we as a political party
are a bit sucked into that trap. And
the reasons for it — people are voting
with their feet. The growth rate of

TAFE in terms of students, is eight

per cent a year. There is no growth
rate in universities or colleges of ad

vanced education. And so, when one

comes to the sort of funding of sect

ors of education, TAFE has to get some

priority for that reason alone. A. id it

is very important in terms of vocation

al training. But I think it is implicit in

what I said earlier, that as a view of
education I think that is wrong. My
criticism of — the present government
is that it doesn't quite understand what

the function of colleges and advanced

education is, and it s^es in terms of

conservative political philosophy what

it has always seen — universities are

things with trainer links the leaders

of society, as it sees the independent

school system. And TAFE is training,

as it were the tenders of the machines,
and that's why it doesn't see much role

for the CAE. You know, I think that is

wrong, and I must say, sadly that the

performa ice «_-f universities about these

issues is not a good one.

Q. What do you mean by that?

A. Well the universities don't seem to

know what they're about any more

either, like Christopher Robin — 'I

get into bed and curl up small, and no

body knows I'm here at all.' That's

what the universities, to me seem to

be doing.

Q But / think they're in a very difficult

situation in that they're caught in

the middle, to a certain extent. Like

/ can see the role of universities to be

critically analysing society, whereas /

suspect the philosophy of the Liberal

Party is to design courses around the

market place, to churn out products

to fit into the current system ofecon
? omic structure. Now if the universities

do begin to develop courses that are

critically analysing then that fundi, ig

is it still going to come forward if they
start challenging the premises that this

society functions on and start saying
'We're not going to produce people

who are going to slot right into the

system ou 've got but are going to

critically investigate and start waiting

changes. '? Then that funding supply
from government is under threat, if

you ve got a conservative government .

So in a way universities are in a diffi

cult position, because if they do take

on a radical stance, which / think is

their role, then their funding is in jeo
pardy.

A. Well, I follow what you're saying,

but if I may say so, you really are

supporting what I said. You are saying

that universities are scared about fund

ing, so therefore they're adopting a very

uncritical, unanalytical role in Austral

ian society. I think that's true, and I

think it's a disaster. I would say that

in spite of that universities should be

standing up on issues. The Mce Chanc

ellors here are a pretty hopeless mob.

There are few exceptions — the one in

Adelaide is an e xception. He's prep

ared to stand up on issues. And your

fellow Is, too. But some of them are

hopeless
Well, I think it is terrib.y important,

as you say, that universities should be

seen to be adopting a critical, analyt

ical approach to the socioty. I don't

think they're doing that Now, we

haven't announced very big expendit
ure programmes in education, for ob

vious political and economic reasons.

But they are very specifically directed .

We've offered some expenditure in

terms of capital equipment, which is a

crying need in universities, (It's not a

very big expenditure) and a tiny little

bit in terms or recurrent expenditure,

but the main thrust of the expendit
ure which we have announced for

universities is going to research and

it is going towards concentrations of

research, or research institutes which

we want to establish at universities

on a number of issues of public pol
icies in Australia.

Now we have suggested quite a

heavy program of expenditure on re

search institutes attached to universit

ies on matters of public policy, and

we've suggested things ranging from

the social implications of technologic

al change to trade with South - East

Asia, youth policy, energy policy, right

down the line to river basin salinity .

which may not grab you as a title, but

it is very important to a lot of rural

areas in Australia. The research on that

is totally dissipated at every little coll

ege around the place. The point is to

bring together research effort on public

policy issues. We think that will be

good for the country, but at the same

time it will be very good for universit

ies. *

Q. Don 't you think that might take

away research possibilities from small

institutions?

A. When we talk about that, we're

maintaining existing level of funding

for research at least. This is in addition

to that, and I think the public at the

moment has got to see that academic

expertise is being used in this sort of

way. There's not a ,ery high reaard

for academics in the electorate. They're

almost as bad as politicians in the

eyes of the average voter.

Q. / concede what you re saying, but /

also see some problems from our exper
ience at ANU. I always feel that the

research side of the university is favour

ed, moreso than the teaching side, in

that way too, because the university

education is I think helpful und is im

portant and should be available to

everyone. It's good to develop

research areas, especially for attacking

social problems and that filters through

to everyone in society. But / think we

mustn 't underemphasise the import
ance of undergraduate studies at uni

versity. Will A LP commitment to fund

ing maintain the current standards in

Australian universities. Or do you see

some decrease in that area?

A. Y»Jo, I don't see any decrease in it, on

student numbers, so long as funding

continues to be based on student

numbers, there may be a decrease, be

cause the university is not a particularly

marketable prize for students at the

moment.

Q Is the Labor Government planni. g to

increase the numbers of people who are

being tertiary educated; we 've got one

of thd least tertiary educated populations

in the industralised world. Is the Labor

government committed to increasing

that percentage of
tertiary educated peo

ple, and having the necessary employ
ment opportunities for them or

retaining it at present levels?

A. My answer to that follows from

what I said earlier. A lot of our

views on education are very much

dictated by our impressions of

what's going to happen in society;
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and for a variety of reasons I bel

ieve we will need a more highly ed

ucated population. It is so because

of technology for example, and

that in a sense is technical or voc

ational education but it's also uni

versity education. And secondly,

because of the nature that society will

be, when those changes take place.

Sure participation rates are lower in

Australia, and we would have a long
term commitment to raising particip
ation rates, but you can't do that over

night. You can't just switch that on.

You've got to be in a position to

make university education seem rele

vant to the changing society and att

ractive in the changing society.

Q. You talk about making education

more attractive and how the ALP

would like to see more participation

over a number of years, but (coming
back to something else you mention

ed earlier) accessibility is very import
ant too, and to low income earners

and to minority groups in society,
/ think accessibility has been difficult

for a number of reasons in that the

education system works against them .

before they even get as far as university.

So / think student finance is very im

portant too. We have TEAS but it is

still very inadequate and its real value

has fallen and / just think the A LPs

commitment is marginally better

than what the Liberal s are offering.

Do you perhaps see that as low prior
ity in getting more participation or

what?

A. Look it's not marginally better than

what the Liberal's are offering, it's

double what the Liberals are offering,

and it's based on some degree of ration

ality-. That is to say the offer we have

made in relation to TEAS is to restore

its purchasing power.

Q. to 1974 levels?

A. That's right. And there is no ration

ality about what the government has

done about TEAS. It is to bribe. They
felt the pressure, and they would have

done nothing aboutTEAS unless we'd

announced what we were doing about

it first, I tell you.

But it's a more important question

than just the level of the TEAS allow

ance, the one you asked. The major
problem of access to education in the

terms that we've been discussing is

in the schools system. It has very

little to do with entrance policies of

universities or colleges or relatively

little to do with the level of students'

assistance, in my view. I mean I don't

think there are many people
who get right through the school system,

finish the H.S.C. and are denied the op

portunity to go to university because of

the level of student assistance. I can see

that there are a lot of students who find

it very difficult to remain in the tertiary

system because of the level of student

assistance, but I don't think it is a real

barrier to entry to the post secondary

education. So it is a question of what

you do with relatively little financial

resources. We've undertaken to spend

in each of the three years (81 ,
82 and

83) a minimum of 100,000,000 dollars

a year more on education than the pres

ent government has provided for.

Q. Presumably that would be to govern

ment and not non-government schools,

or largely.

A. Yes.

Q. Because under the present govern

ment they appear to be channelling funds

to elites and away from government

schools etc.

A. Well look, that's not an enormous

sum, $1 00 million, but we put it in

terms of a minimum commitment, we

would like to do more, but the main

fuction of an education policy in terms

of the Commonwealth role, we see it

now as to reverse the trends of the last

five years, to get some sort of hope

and optimism in to the system, so peop

le can feel confident about its future,
and really start to think about the

changes that have to be made. You

can't think about changes in the educ

ation system and what you would

like to do in an expansive sort of way

while you're being bludgeoned by gov

ernment and told that you are respon

sible for youth unemployment, that

you are,
?

hopeless and that you just

have to continue as you are. That to

me is disastrous psychology. This

government doesn't see the relevance

of education at all in my view. Except
when they speak at speech nights at a

wealthy independent school, when

they talk about this school providing

the leaders of Australian society.

Q. Perhaps that 's their relevance. Well,

talking of TEAS and trying to promote

research, what would a Labor govern

ment do for post graduate students.

A. Well, we've made three commitments

in respect to post-graduate award hold

ers. We made the commitments first

of allon the basis of need, as we see it,

balancing needs as one has to do. The

present value of the award is about

$4,200 plus a little bit they got in the

budget, all told about $4,600. We est

imated and made a commitment, we

estimated that to restore the value of

the award to what it used to be 77

after taking into account the taxation

imposition, you would need to incr

ease it to $6,500. We've undertaken

to do that. We've undertaken to try

and extend gradually the number of

post graduate awards, and thirdly we've

said that from the time we get in to

government we will arrange for the val

ue of the post graduate award to be

fixed by the Academic Salaries Trib

unal. That is I think terribly important

because what has happened is post grad
uate award holders have no political

clout, and therefore the government at

budget time every year has been able

to completely ignore them, because

they are not many voters, and so I think

it's important to get their problem out

side of political process.

Q. Do you think that the present

school -to-work training schemes

attack the problem of unemployment
at all?

A. They attack the problem of un

employment figures, I don,t think

they affect the problem of unemployment.
On that issue, the Prime Minister in

particular attacks the education syst

em, as being responsible for youth
unemployment. We waited here for

two years for the great Williams Com

mittee of Inquiry on Education and

Training Report and about No. 8 of

their findings was that the education

systems has nothing to do with unem

ployment, it exists because there

aren't any jobs. That finding he never

mentions, although he said that it

would provide a blueprint for the

education system until the year 2000.

Q. In regards to teacher training ; this

is one specific area that 's had a great

number of cutbacks and the latest is

that it will probably lead to a teacher

shortage in the near future, and part

icularly as there is no actual oversupp

ly of teachers at the moment it 's just

that they aren 't being used where they
should be, etc. What would a Labor

government be doing as far as teacher

education goes?

Q. Well the great problem as you say is

the discrepancy. There are said to be

7,000 unemployed in New South

Wales and there are 8 in Tasmania.

Now the population size is -f course

different but it shows the degree of

planning. Tasmania has always had a

system of negotiating with, the teacher

organisations about what intake they'll

want for a particular period ahead, so

they've been able to expand their teach

ing staff regularly every year. Part of

the problem is that all these state co

ordinating bodies in tertiary education

have got into the act, on this issue, and

TEC has made an estimate of teacher

supply and demand and so on which we

think is immensely conservative you

know, it assumes a dismal economy

until the year 2000, if you look at

their analysis of potential wastage rates

of teachers, etc. What we would like

to see, very much, is the Tertiary Ed

ucation Commission adopting a much

stronger role in projecting teacher

training needs and so op, rather than

leaving it to the State co-ordinating

authority. And we would certainly

support an expansion of teacher

training from the predictions which

they now make. The other point is

teacher trainee graduates are much

more capable of being employed than

people who haven't done that train

ing. They have much better success

in getting jobs ...

Q. Of a general nature . ... ?

A. Yes. But people should be warned

that there are difficulties about the

expansion of the teacher workforce.

You will only be able to do that if you

can expand the education system gen

erally and raise its sights a bit. In the

school system, but you know, at

Goulburn for example kids in the

their third year have been told 'When

you graduate go away and come back

in five years and we'll see if we can

give you a job'. I mean this is hopeless.

Q. Another area which / think is of

interest is the way in which (whether

intentionally or not ~ it depends on

whether you believe in the conspiracy

theory) the present goverment has

neglected women in the education

process, employment process, and

finding employment. The way in

which they support Crisis schemes

which are generally in male domin

ated areas of employment, etc. etc.

What would the Labor government be

doing to actively promote equality
of education for women and therefore

leading on to a greater equality in em

ployment etc.?

A. Well, let me first of all make an

admission. When we published that

policy document there is no specific

mention of women in education. It

came to my knowledge that . . . we've

been discussing with the teacher or

ganisations and various groups con

cerned with education for two years,

what their priorities were, and a week

after we put out that document all the

teachers unions came and said 'But

you've got nothing about women in

education' and I said 'Look I've been

talking to you for about two years

and you've never once mentioned that

issue.' Now I'm not trying to excuse

myself by saying that. We probably
should have had something about it

specifically. I think — all I can say about

that is that we would encourage as

far as possible, (and I think a lot ofthe

encouragement has to take place in the

bureaucracies) a changed attitude to

these things.

Q. So it s trying to cope with it further

down the line in schools where we 're

going to be educating girls, or in the
education bureacracy.
A. Well, I think they are both goina to

get it. There is a difficulty about all these

things. When you announce, for example,

an education policy in part you're resp

onding to very vocally expressed needs,

and in part you have to be saying what .

you would do in 1981 .
And in the con

text of Australian politics, if you say

what you would like to do in 1985, you

get butchered. So we just say what we've

said to make a start in 1981 of reversing'

trends in relation to education in Aust

ralia, in relation to education in the

futurie, and we propose to start in

this way.' That's the sort of method

.we've adopted to 'tiy
to deal with the

situation. I get letters from academics
...

saying — 'You say nothing about the

role of universities as a community of

scholars and its importance' and I
,

write back and say I can't. If I am add

ressing an electorate of stockbrokers

and wharflabourers, for example,,

that doesn't grab them. So there* is a --

difficulty.

Q. Are there any other specific areas of

Labor education policies which we
t

.

haven V touched on which you think

are important?
A. Well, secondary education mainly. I :...

confess freelythat the bulk of the ex

penditure will be in the school system.

Cont. on page 30
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Union; left and right
UNION BASHING -THE BEGINNING

On Wednesday 20th August the ANU
Union re-convened its Annual Gen

eral Meeting for the purpose of

passing the 1979 accounts, after one

meeting rejected the books and another

lapsed for want of a quorum.

The meeting drew a massive 18 peoplo

(out of circa. 5000 members), from which

12, including two board members for

1980-81, walked out claiming proceedings
(a simple question-answer session) were

'too complicated', leaving six people
to probe the Union officials.

'
'

Proceedings promised to be lively, as

those who read this non-biased apolitical
student facility (that's what Uni. Council

calls it) Woroni, would know that they
(and hence the Left ) have been
critical of the way in which the Union
has functioned.
In brief, the loss for 1979 was $95,916,
a turnaround of $102,365 from 1978.

The Union's Executive Officer,
Mr Tony

Senti informed us that the deficit was

basically a 'book loss' accredited to

the Union's writing off of all contributions

to the Union buijding, which was deemed

to be owned by the University itself..'

However, this does hot explain why,

amongst other things, the Refectory lost

-$48,774 in 1979 (50.85% of the total

loss), Ur Why the Gross Profit of the
Bar was reduced by 55.85% , even

allowing for a new accounting system
for the cleaning service, or indeed why
the wages bill was a massive $204,453.

Mr. Senti stated that he was aware of the
problems of inefficiency. In this regard,
one employee in administration has
?teen. .retrenched and the cleaners are

starti ncr later, at a cheaper per hour rate.
The refectory problem is also being
looked into.

However, he also admitted that for the
fees from the General Services Fee
EVERYBODY pays to the Union
(for the innocent - $90 in the first year,
$65 thereafter) the benefits accrued from
membership was poor, with the Union
Being basically perceived as a 'rock n'
beer joint' and the lack of meeting
rooms and alternate entertainments were

common complaints.
In an amazing revelation (disregarding
the departing Chairs comment that
we should pay for the Union 'because
it is there '), the Executive Officer
admitted if there was an option as to

pay or not he would not pay.
Such a statement, from a person
so deeply involved in the Union is

indeed a matter of concern.lt poses
the question: does the average student
gain $65 of benefit from the Union,

or is the Member merely subsidising
the idosyncrasies of others who use

services not commonly used , such as

the Health Food Bar, the Knotholes Bar.1
et al ?
Does the average student, who is more

likely to use the Union Bar, or the
Refectory, obtain value for his enforced
Pay out* Bearing in mind the Union

budgets for a 'nil
*

tesult, and received
over $

1/ipriillion in 'membership .

contributions
'

(forced fees) one would
hope for subsidised prices, especially
considering the on-campus monopoly
of fast food and grog the Union has.

However, such is not the case. Prices
at the Union are equal to, or, at times
greater than market prices . Fewer
students can therefore use the facilities
and there will be a cycle downwards
(recent price rises will not help)
which is ultimately harmful to the
Union and to those who use its

facitlities.

What can we do about it}. Firstly,
we can become less apathetic. Instead of
merely accepting decisions people can

actively contribute at every given
opportunity by voting at elections,
and

participating on meetings (460
out of 5000 voting, and 18/5000
attending an important meeting is

hardly a democratic reflection of

Campus Community opinion).
Further, one can solicit board members,
informing them of your opinions (you
can even attend board meetings, except

when they are in camera). Indeed,
if one feels strongly enough, one can

gather 25 or more like minds and

petition the Board (Under sect 23(1)

of the Union Constitution ) to hold

a general meeting where policy can

be dictated.

Thus, we must now begin to agitate.
Whilst compulsory payment of fees

to the Union stands, we must ensure that

inefficiency is eliminated, and that

students gain the benefits of subsidising
the Union with subsidised prices.

Maybe in this way we will gain a Union

which reflects student needs, and a

Union which will 'KEEP US STRONG'

Kerry Corke.

UNION BASHERS UNITE— THE END

On Tuesday the 23rd of September,

at 1 pm approximately 100 people

gathered in the Meetings room to

discuss a very controversial issue. Two

members of a rather frivolous and

inherently sexist club at this Uni -

'Blokes on Campus' wanted to pass a

motion of No confidence, in the exec

utive committee of the Union Board

of Management and in Thelma Hender

son — Services Manager. This motion

}[?
read:

?

U Moved: Freeman /Sedger

jr
'We move a vote of no confidence in

the Executive Committee of the Uni

versity Union and the Services Man

ager'
i

?

'

.

There is no objection to moving
such a motion if there really is such a

cause for lack of confidence in the ex

ecutive committee, the Union Board or

h staff members of the Union by any

! group who feels they have a justified

|

reason for expressing this lack of con

fiden„e to the extent of people losing

I positions. However, in this case the

v reasons seemed unjustified for such a

move. 'Blokes on Campus' really seem

j
to have been displaying a bit of mis

directed political muscle lately. Their

recent involvement in SA meetings has

been noted and they seem very mixed

in the way they vote for things.

Well anyway, Malcolm Jackson,

the chairperson of the Union Board

opened the meeting and gave John

Hallion a member of Blokes on Camp

?}?'
us seven minutes to speak in favour of

j the motion. He explained the events

leading up to the 20th of September
when they held their Medieval Feast .

jj

and said why they called the meeting.

Mr John Hallion explained that he
?

and Mr Hughes had discussed the hold

ing of the function quite a long period

of time ago, with Thelma Henderson

(Services Manager) and had asked for .

the beer to be provided at cost price. .

And as a result of this discussion, whc

which as Thelma pointed out was only

a tentative booking, which was not

confirmed until half the tickets were

sold they had arranged their costing

on the understanding that this had

been promised to them. They had also

wanted to use their crowd to serve

the drinks on the premises, but it had

been pointed out that this was against

the Liquor Order and Trade Union pract
ice. However in spite of this they had

budgeted for $1 ,000 and sold tickets

at $9 a head, only to find out when

they confirmed their booking with

Thelma Henderson, that they could

not sell beer in kegs on the premises,

and would hawe to use Union staff,

which brought their cost up to $1,470
They had then complained to Execut

ive Committee meeting No. 23 on 3/9/

80 and 24 on 12/9/80.

Malcolm Jackson — chairpersons

then read the Executive Committee

resolution relating to the matter —

'That we donate $88 worth of cider

(retail) as a compensatory payment

with reference to a possible breakdown

in communications at an early stage

in the planning of this function but

without any admission of liability for

divergence between expected and act

ual costs, given legal restrictions on

the Union, and without this function

ing as a precedent
'

Mr Hallion, in spite of the mix

up seeming to be from Blokes ineffic

iency, added that he felt that $88

worth of cider was in ho way compenr

satory to a probable loss of $470
lan Nolan then read the rele

vant section from the Liquor ordin

ance relating to sale of liquor on the

premises, and pointed out that during

his period in office as chair person of

the Board Thelma Henderson had al

ways been very knowledgeable about

laws relating to functions and had told

him off several times for suggesting things

?contrary to these laws. He felt she

wouldn't mislead members who wished

to make such a booking. Sue McGrath

also pointed out that Thelma had

been firm about what could or could

not be done in relation to a function

with alcohol

Mr 'wonderful' 'rich' and 'well

dressed Humphries felt there was evid

ence of inefficiency or guilt on behalf

of Executive committee otherwise

they would not have offered a keg of

cider, and stated that he was voting no

conficence in the Executive because of

inaccessibility and responsibility for

losses in trading areas. Students had a

right to expect a degree of efficiency

(in spite of the fact that this would

mean sky high prices throughout the

Union!) One noted that Gary Humph
ries has never attended a Board meeting.

Someone from 'Blokes' then

asked Malcolm Jackson to step down

from the chair, as he felt that as a

member of Executive he was included

in the no confidence vote.

Malcolm then referred to sections

2 and 3 of the standing orders for gen

eral meetings and refused to step down.

Humphries and Mastrofilippo mov

ed a motion

That the chairperson's ruling be

overturned' which was carried. .

Bob Quiggin took the chair as a

_ non-E;;ecutive Board member.

John Hallion made the ridiculous

observation that the trading figures in

the 'Ref' had increas-'d losses since

1978 when Thelma Henderson took the

position of Services Manager.
Ian Nolan advised that the last

three Boards had told the Services Man-,

ager to make a loss in the 'Ref' to keep 1

food prices down.

The motion was then put:

Moved Freeman /Sedger

That we move a vote of no con

fidence in the Executive Committee of

the University Union and the Services

Manager.

This was lost by 58 votes against

to 35 votes for the motion (Ha! Ha! Ha!)

The following foreshadowed motion

was then put:

„
Moved Nolan /Taylor

That this special general meeting

expresses complet j confidence in the

Services Manager and the Exeuctive

Committee.'

This was carried by 54 votes for

to 25 votes against. One doesn't know

why it was put because it seems to me

to be a pretty sheepish thing to express
complete confidence in the Executive

Committee. The student body should

be aware of what their Board is
-

and be rtaay to criticize or condone as

the case may be.

Well anyway, since, the motion

was lost we don't have to go through
all the hassle of voting for Board

members again!
'

Deej — Board member.
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'

listen anarchist .. .'

My original intention, as foreshadowed

in Woroni No. 9, was to reply to Bob

James' theories that have surfaced in

Woroni this*Vear. However a difficulty

immediately arises when one tries to

discern precisely what he said. This is

because he deals with such unreliable

concepts as — 'the Marxian construct',

'econometrist theory', 'authoritarian

socialism', 'humanist socialism', 'Marx

ist reappraisal industry', and 'bourgeois

consumptive individualism'. In addition

we are expected to digest such general

statements as, 'radicals have been rad

icalised by alienating experiences, that

is why they are radicals, threats to male

ness appear to be the reason why auth

ors exclude the findings of recanters,

life stylers and growth people, that

Marxian theoreticians are dominated

by male theoreticians and this consequ

ently convinces many people of the

exclusiveness of Marxism, that Marxism

manipulates esoteric mysteries, that a

social revolution has not occurred even

inside the radical camp, and that what

has to be done is to ? express total

people liberation and not a limited male

oriented liberation. YE GODS! — HAVE

WE BEEN LED ALL THIS WAY FOR

THIS— This is the death o f radicalism,

Anarchists just crouch on the edge of

the uranium wasteland and jibber end

lessly about nothing.
*

'Marxian construct' means Marxism

'econometrist theory' means econom

ics, and 'bourgeois consumptive individ

ualism' means consumerism.

Theories by themselves mean little.

Bob James has a theory that says we

must;

'give up defences and open our

selves to honest equal dialogue with

others. This is exceedingly difficult
'

but it is the only way the socialist

revolution has any chance of succeed
.11

- ing.

Thisisabourgeoisplatitude.lt

sounds sweet but its effect is to mystify

and therefore blunt the necessary polit

ical tasks hat must be undertaken be

fore people can ppeh themselves in the

way James' yearns for. Honest equal

dialogue is not an attribute of capital-'

ism. It only exists in capitalism in the

minds of a few'who desire Utopia re

gardless of the actual environment we

all live and grow up with. The. end re

sult is the buttressing of bourgeois soc

ity and values because some radicals

are entering the socialist movement say

ing that we can get real humanity be

fore socialism and that what's worse
—

we have to get it befdore we can have

socialism. What rot! We all want

honest equal dialogue but we must

address ourselves to contending with

I

bourgeois political economy first.

I

Bob James' theory is a social imposs
ibility and can only occur in fringe

groups and unsocial concentrations

of radicals like university campuses.

Its final result is to leave capitalism,

unopposed in every way but rhetoric

and so it is therefore a bourgeois theory.

Marxism has said that social con

ditioning is a product of social life, and

that it is necessary to change social

life before these can be true humanity
(humanity is what James really means

when he says honest equal dialogue).
Radicals should take the time

out to study the Marxist theory of

social development before they allow

themselves to be sucked in by the

overtures of anarchy.

The 'defences' Bob James intro

duced rather loosely are really human

attributes that recognize their current

position in political economy. For

example in slave-owning societies the

bulk of the population was 'honestly'

racist and could not become non-racist

until slavery became redundant. People

did not become non racist just because

slavery was discredited in the minds

of the abolitionists. It would have

been a big blunder for the abolitionist

movement to have said that the pnly

w^y slavery could be abolished was

for blacks and whites to give up their

self-defences and open themselves to

honest equal dialogue with each other.

Also, the women's movement

should not be asked to give up their
1

defences, such as the separate worn

en's group, women's paper and

theatre etc. in order to enter into hon

ejt equal dialogue with male chauvin

ists Male chavinism has to go first. In

deed, I doubt whether defence is the

right word for there is nothing to de

fend that is separable from and there

fore no . a part of our essential being.

Our defences are symptoms which

consequently cannot change until our

essential social being changes.

Bourgeois radicals (that is rad

icals who have escaped from real soc

iety by rising above it through compet

.
ition) do in fact attempt to change

. themselves and establish their own

coven of ideologically correct people
but most recognise that we are first

and. foremost social beings with, as

much responsibility to society as to

ourselves as isolated individuals.

Workers and other citizens still

rely on expressing their individualism

within capitalism through onsumer- . .

ism and mass culture They are not

aware that they are being oppressed

and are not aware that they are being
denied real culture and are being abus

ed by the owners of consumer orient--'

ated production and distribution
*

There is only one society which

will consist of humanity and equality
and that is a fully fledged Communist

society. Under fully fledged commun

ism one individual is immediately equal
to any other in the same society and

becomes unequal if he or she attempts

to oppose their individuality against

society. Thus anarchism, espousing
communism through anarchy results

. in revolutionary terror repression, This

was represented by Bakunin's piece
that accompanied Bob James' article

on page 11 of Woroni No. 7. Commun

ism will come to Australia only when

capitalism is redundant and the Austral

ian people en masse want it. Socialist

revolution, that has occurred in several

nations so far, or socialist evolution as

pretended by bits of the ALP, cannot

and have not achieved communist eq

uality All socialist societies are imper

fect, [more imperfect the more bour

geois the
judge.)

There are many

people who claim attention in the

student press and Australia's popular

culture by criticising socialist count

ries from the point of view of bourg
eois' perfect ability. They, are then

infatuated with their success — given
them by capitalism and are encourag
ed to further heights to attack Marx
ism. And thus we get people such as

Val Routley who tells us we have to

abandon, Marxist materialism, determin

ism, the class approach and explanation
of history and the state etc. She too

returns radical theory to the domain

of Bakunin
*

Whilst she criticises Bob
James idiosyncratic 'considerations

with out reasoning' she forgets to reas

on her own case and even salutes the

resultant plethora of unreasoned jibber
ings by calling for a variety df anarch
ist economic positions and for mixed

options.
Because anarchists don't scientifically

reason their case, and even some

times think' that this is an invalid

male-type activity, they end up unable

to find an acceptable anarchist theory
even amongst themselves. If you have

six or seven anarchists at the end of

the Union bar you'll have six or seven

different anarchist theories. What a

wasteland. Everyone ends up .fatigued

and demoralized and restricting their

collective activities to real basic camp

aigns on which they can agree.

. What we need is a Marxist movement

even though the middle class and students

attack the idea, because it only, can pro

vide the political understanding.that is

capable of taking the whoje of society
. to a real humane future.

Even though student radicals gener

ally spurn such endeavours it is necess

ary to work with women who believe

that lesbians are sick, that Rad-Ferhs

'need a good fuck', and that the wom

en's role is to look after the children and

the house. It is also necessary to work
with workers who think tha capitalism

is the best of all worlds, that Fraser is.

doing a good job and that blacks don't

deserve anything because they haven't

got any initiative.

Students like to think they Ve

risen above these sorts of attitudes and

in this they place themselves in oppos

ition to them. The first thing student

radicals do when they join the work

force (without using their Uni. degree)

is join. the ALP or the Communist

Party. They are then able to enter into

practical political activity with workers

because they have rid themselves of

bourgeois idealist conceptions such as ?

anarchism.

Bourgeois society survives by in

creasing the products available to

society. This is achieved by forcing
as many people as possible to partic

ipate productively in production,
distribution and consumption, by us

ing anti-social and antihumanitarian

means that have and are damaging the

whole fabric and psychology of society.

To achieve real humanity from out of

this, one of the essential things we must

do is to weed out speculative unscientif

ic notions about humanity such an an

archism. One of today's problems can

be seen as being to ensure that anarch

ist ideas, and other university student

radicalisms, do not infect the ALP,
Communist Party, social movements or

trade unions especially AUS.

The bourgeoise, most of the ALP

and anarchists such as Bob James and

Val Routley all attempt to discredit

Marxism. Again this is mostly unreas

oneds subjective reactions to such catch

words as authority and hard line. I have

dealt with authority in Woroni No. 9

so will only now deal with Bob James

characterization of Marxists as hard

line' in Woroni. No. 8, page 2. In this

he is representing a tendency that has

spread into the whole radical left at

ANU. The use of terms like 'soft line'

and 'hard line' is an attempt to manip
ulate symbols that sit happily on the

cranium rather than gear oneself to

investigate what is really occurring.
These terms are nothing but euphem
isms for humane and inhumane as they

confront mankind. We all want a hum

ane co-operative society free of- hard

line politics, choices and culturel but

only bourgeois radicals could really

do the gymnastics necessary to believe

that soft alternatives are possible under

capitalism. Capitalism is the historical

zenith of inhumanity and propagates
hard line experiences universally.

One cannot really chose whether one

wants a hardline or softline political

response because we can only attempt

to perceive what is necessary. Capital

ism will get even more hardline as it

goes into crisis .which can take society

over the brink into fascism or into a
_

period similar to the Medieval Dark Ages.
'

?

- Cont. on page 25

SOFT-LINE

VILLAINS

MULTINATIONALS,
ITT and Harold

Geneen. CIA.

HARD-LINE

VILLAINS

SOVIETS, traitors,

flu carriers.

SOFT-LINE

MOVEMENT

WOMEN'S

MOVEMENT: day

care, Susan

Brownmiller, ideology,

idealism, moral

prerogative.

HARD-LINE

MOVEMENT

WOMEN'S

MOVEMENT:

lobbying, economic

justification, political

clout, Eleanor Smeal,
cold numbers,

leverage.

Pioneers of Soft-lining ?

ED MUSKIE
Because he cried in New

Hampshire in 1972. We
..

were disgusted. We didn't

yet see its appeal. It was ?

too early for the Soft'Line! ?

PAUL SIMON
'

Because he was a loner and
.

lent integrity to the idea that

sweet mixed with bitter

R. D. LAING

Because he was able to

market the idea that i

~1

MAO TSE-TUNG
Because he showed us

that hard leaders

overseas had gonq soft

and that as an enemy
he was benign.
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i AUSTRALIAN ~|

UNIONOF STUDENTS

REGIONALORGANISER
ELECTIONS

(
Elections are being held for the position of

New South Wales Regional Organiser
in September &. October

The candidates lor election are:

STEPHEN WARE

JOHN COR KILL

PAUL FORDE

Watch notice boards and student publications

for details of polling places and times.

! All -financial members- of -the'un-on are-eligible

to vote. .

Postal Ballots are available from the National

Returning Officer, 95 Drummond Street,

?

Carlton, Victoria 3053
?

-

Children untouched by

gay parents' sexual code
At a time when some homosexual

mothers are battling to court to re

tain custody of their children, a

noted psychiatrist has found data i

- indicating that children of gays and

transsexuals are not likely to adopt
their parents' sexual preference.

Richard Green of the State Uni

versity of New York at Stony Brook;
well known for his work on childhood

gender identity, studied 37 children

who were being raised by female hom

osexuals or parents who had changed
their sex; at least 36 of them, he says,

have conventional sexual preferences
or are on their way to developing

k

them.

The children Green studied

ranged in age from three to twenty,
and Green studied them over a per

iod of two years. Most knew of their

parents' 'atypical sexual identity';

several of the children of transsexuals

remembered what their parents were

like before the sex change. Green

tested the younger children on various

characteristics that in combination

have been found to lead to a later

heterosexual orientation.

One child did not show clear

heterosexual patterning.Of the rest,

none had homosexual or transsexual

fantasies. When asked to draw a per-'

son, the boys drew males first, the

girls females. Most of the preteens

opted for a peer group of the same

sex, and all thirteen who had reached

adolescence were attracted to the

opposite sex. Their career aspirations

proved quite traditional: boys wanted

to be doctors, firemen and policemen;

girls named 'teacher' or 'nurse' as their

goals
— with a few choices of 'doctor'

thrown in.

Unconventional parents may have

little effect on a child's sexuality.

Green suggests, because they are not

the sum of the child's environment.

Children spend many hours watching

television and reading, he says, and

are exposed through mass media and

their peers to conventional family

styles and conventional patterns of

psychosexual development.
Green is currently studying

matched groups of divorced hetero

sexual and homosexual mothers and

their children, which he expects will

reinforce his tentative conclusions

that 'children being raised by trans

sexual or homosexual parents do not

differ appreciably from children rais

i
ed in more conventional family settings.'

From: Psychology Today December

(1979) Gemini Publ., London.

INSPIRATION ?
? ? ?

An inspiration of the campus

child care collective

To get to the Campus Child Care Coll

ective you drive along Liversidge Street

towards the Staff Centre. However

instead of turning right into the Staff

Centre for lunch, take the track opp

osite to the left which winds through

peppercorns, tall gums and cypresses.

Presently you will come across a small

playground where, at the moment,

a large sandpit is under construction.

Herejf it is a sunny day, you'll

see children absorbed in their make
? believe games; the odd one year old

bikie of the future practising wheelies

on a tricycle; Kids swinging and climb

ing monkey fashion on the swings.

If you open the gate and walk

in towards the building you may not

ice a mother reading a story to a group

of children, and you'll probably meet

Angie, our invaluable pre-school work

er, setting up, painting, playdough or

other creative activity on our sunny
north facing verandah.

Directly inside the door you'll

see further evidence of the cooperat
ive self-supportive nature of this

creche in the form of lists of essent

ial items (such as soap, tea, coffee)
and members' names alongside them.

Right inside the building, a large,

light airy room you'll notice the

special areas — a nursery and separate

play area for the babies and another

room for -the older pre-school child

ren. You may notice that the floor

coverings are shabby — understandable

as the collective gets no grants at all

from the Office of Child Care.

You'll probably be met at this

stage by one of the mothers or by
Barbara or Jeanette, our morning and

afternoon nurses, who, with Angie are

there every day and must take much

of the credit for the friendly secure

atmosphere. As well as these people,

three, four or even five parents are on

duty depending on how many child

ren are being looked after. Each moth

er (or father) agrees to do one duty
per week. This entitles each member

to use the creche for up to five four

hour sessions per week.

If you enquired further about

the running and organization of this

collective you'd find that fees
—

$2.25 per session — don't even cover

the wages bill so necessary improve
ments (such as the larger sandpit) are

carried out by members. Most,

though not all, of the members of

this collective are students, it is easy

to have confidence in the way child

ren are treated as, through the weekly
rostered duty parents have a chance

to become involved with their child

and all the other children and to see

how they all relate to each other and

learn the sometimes difficult, lessons

concerning social behaviour.

Other details: children bring
their own lunch, and a piece of fruit

which is pooled at 'fruit time' as

well as lunch. These are important
social occasions at the centre. Parents

also supply their own babies' nappies.
The Campys Child Care Collective

operates during university term time,

and, if there is enough demand, par

ents organize their own holiday roster.

If you want further details contace

Barbara Bowen (49 2976).

Sue Taffe.
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WIMMIN ?
?

JOURNEY
We live in a society which denies us

knowledge of our herstory, know

ledge of the pain our sisters are exper

iencing; in our street, the country we

live in, on the Earth. This society is

patriarchy-the State of Rape! The

ways in which we are denied self know

ledge are many; patriarchy employs its

chief tools; capitalism, racism and rel

igion to cloud the reality of wimmin's

experience. As the clouds cluster, a

storm is mounting, lightning flashes

exploding/exposing the invisibility of

darkness, when wimmin are no longer

looking but Seeing!

The male war against wimm

in has been and is being waged on a

personal, bureaucratic and state level.

Herstorically we See wimmin chained

to men and viewed as male property.

Those wimmin who did not have a

personal oppressor (husband or father)

were shunned by society and viewed

as public property, suffering or dying

at the hands of any/every man.

Laws sanctioned violence ag

ainst wimmin and denied wimmin self

determination and economic viability.

Organised (State) violence against wim

min concentrated on wimmin without

personal male oppressors; Widows and

Spinsters. Another example is the fan

atical Witch purging craze which swept

Europe in the patriarchally termed

'Renaissance' period, where nine mill

ion wimmin were tortured and murd

ered. History repeats itself, the misog
yny covered over by academic males

whose writing of 'history' convenient

ly left out the facts of wimmin's suff

ering. Feminists know the implications

of the statement, 'His-story'; one of

repeated violence against wimmin.

No womin is allowed to be

free; the patriarchy exacts punishment
on those wimmin who dare to break

the chains, and tightens the chains on

wimmin with the potential to break

them — all 'Wimmin!

Feminists have worked for

many years to set up refuges, rape

crisis centres, demanding law reforms,

anti-discrimination acts and equal

opportunities for wimmi'. Concess

ions have been given to feminists to

'shut them up' and alleviate the hypo
critical consciences of males, however,

as wimmin are helping each other

break the patriarchal chains and forge

the stronger links of female friendship,

male power is being threatened.

All men have the power to

rape, batter and mutilate any womin,
regardless of her socio/economic class,

culture or colour. Wimmin are still re

garded as the property of men. to use,

abuse and manipulate.

Now an increasing number of

wimmin are Seeting their position as

the '2nd Sex', and are taking the ob

vious steps to combat it; withdraw all

wimmin energy from men and seek on

ly to aid, comfort and Be with other

wimmin. This withdrawal goes right

across the spectrum of WimminBeing.

Lesbians, the Spinsters of the

20th century, because they choose to

be subject to a personal male oppressor

are therefore a special target of men,

they must be purged by the patriarchy

in other ways.

The word 'lesbian' has been

used by men to invalidate, accuse,

insult and threaten wimmin. Because

Lesbians/Wimmin identified Wimmin

have a total commitment to wimmin

they are the wimmin who openly
demonstrate their anger against violence

against wimmin and set up refuges and

rape crisis centres. The patriarchally

employs its media to slander, ridicule

and invalidate feminist refuges etc.

Funds are cut or refused, so that wim
min have to provide their own limited

finances (noting that wimmin, partic

ularly 'known lesbians' are denied paid

work, job security or decent wages), to

continue refuges and crisis services.

The purpose of denying support for

Feminist groups is to force wimmin to

return to their male wardens/gaols, so

that they no longer present a threat.

The bureaucratic claw of the patriarchy

further enforces this by denying marr

ied/defacto wimmin independent econ

omic status, holding off as long as poss

ible payment for 'deserted wives', 'sup
porting mothers' (again patriarchally

termed definitions for wimmin, always

in relation to the man), pensions and

enforcing the power situation where

wimmin have to beg for survival or

prostitute themselves back to men.

How does the patriarchy deal

with Lesbians/Feminists who continue

their lifestyles even under these circum

stances? In Russia three feminists were

recently exiled (or so the capitalist

press has told us — they could be

dead!) In Australia the State-police,

armed forces, ASIO, government ag

encies practise organised 'legitimate'

violence.

Specifically, Darwin and Alice

Springs wimmin are experiencing con

stant harassment, intimidation and

assault. Feminists-are being beaten

on the street, followed by police and

hired thugs, ASIO and the CIA (Am

erican' Intelligence' agency), but don't

exRect to read about it in the patriarch

al press.

Pine Gap, the American Nuc

lear base in the Northern Territory

symbolizes the Police State which

has long been dormant, rearing its

ugly head when called upon, to re

mind wimmin of the ultimate power of

the patriarchy the Death Force The

nuclear society is planned destruction

by the patriarchy of the Life Force —

wimmin, nature and the Earth. Uncon

trolled technology (the male revered

answer to unnecessary labour), the

forces of Darkness, patriarchal relig

ion, organized terrorism against wim

min, uniting in one deadly cloud.

The leeching of energy from

wimmin and the Earth by males to

destroy the Life Force must cease!

Wimmin must See through the veils

of deception — See that their own

Life Forces are being co-opted by the

patriarchy, ultimately not to create,

but to destroy them. .

The Earth is dying. Wimmin

are dying, and the process will escalate

c/ the male need to dominate and

destroy escalates. Men .rely on wimmin

energy^emotional support, work, sex,

presence. These are the resources that

wimmin need to withdraw from men.

We need to stop feeding their Death

March, in the hope that men will begin
to consider the path they have chosen.

Either way, our path is not with men,

our interests are not the same, our

Being is not the same. We need to

seek our own species, our own joy,

our own experience, not remain as

never ending victims of semen,

exploitation, and misogyny.

JOURNEY INTO BEING WITH OUR SELF AND SISTER SELVES.

Confused,

Verging on the edge,

the chasm of self-hate

Hopelessness, defeat

Toppling,

Its a chasm I know/
intimately

a chasm-cage

built to my

specifications

by men

I rage against it,

screaming, knowing its

timelessness.

Futility

I know it . ...

I helped build it

I know where

my chasm leads —

to M Wards

any degradation

to political chasteness,

self-hate, death

No. not again

mad is not beautiful

Safety is not love

' Suicide is not strong

I will not topple

Fight my sweet,
For it's all you have

Take anger as your lover.

mardhi.

Listen

Anarchist...
Continued from page

Rising unemployment, increas

ing drug addiction, outbreaks of viol

ence that occurred in Newcastle last

year and Miami USA this year, the

closure of factories and the state of

governments of Charles Court, Fraser

Thatcher and Regan (?) are not indic

ative of the possibility of alsoft line.

Communism must, through the

withering of the state, be responsible

for making society free from

hardline politics but this has yet to

occur.

When radical movements for social

change turn into soft movements they

turn their back on social change and

become instead movements that are

co-opted by bourgeois society to serve

as a release valve for reforms of the

most excesses of capitalism. Bourgois

ideology and political economy is

. quite open to softline popularmass
movements and students are quite
hungry for the flush of success that

follows media coverage, large dem

onstration, or reforms in an 'establish

ment'. In this radicals seeko out, not

the lowest, but the highest common

denominator without realising that

there is only one thing that is common

— our capitalist existence and its

oppressed humanity. The continued
existence of capitalism then becomes
a de facto prerequisite of radical act

ivity and radical activity becomes
more and more conditioned to seeking
reforms in capitalism and putting work

ing class politics, Marxism and theoret
ical study into the 'too hard' basket.

1 Anarchism provides an easy way out

because one can satisfy oneself by
asserting that self-management is

good, that authority is bad, that class

analysis is redundant, that police should

be abolished, that a state is evil, elections

are are useless farce} and that Marxism

is redundant. In all this they are encour

aged forth by the bourgeoise which be

lieves thesame things. Even the most

radical elements and the most militant

of activists, with the strongest sounding
rhetoric in time end up in bourgeoise

parties or institutions. The Americans

Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman illust

rate thiss splendidly, in Australia the

super-radical Maoists end up in alliance

with the bourgeoise and being criticised

for being' 'trapped within bourgeois
ideology' (criticism of Michael Dunn

an ex ANU radical
—

in BOWYANG

No. 4), or else like the internationalist

socialist — Rick Kuhn they present
themselves to the ALP and are accepted!!

Today's university radicals are unwitt

ingly using the new environmental,

cultural, sexual and Aboriginal issues

to induce a break with Marxism. In part
this is a result of their own procrastinat
ion that was well represented in Simone

de Beauvoir's Mandarins when Henri

finds himself confronted with the need

for politics but finds that 'if he really

wanted to extend his knowledge, it

would require years of study. Econom

ics, history, philosophy
— he would

never be done with it! What a job! And

all that just to come to terms with

Marxism!'

But it is also a result of bourgeois

disruption of their movements with

mass media, bourgeois sociology
and populism. We must also remember

that in large; number most of the

radicals come from the bourgeoise
and with exceptions, belong forever
to

it, and have great difficulty extric

ating themselves from its mystifications.

CHRIS WARREN
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PUBLIC RADIO

2XX- ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING

On Tuesday September 9, Campus
Community Broadcasters Association

held its Annual General Meeting. Re

ports were presented to outline 2XX's

management over the 1979-80 period

as well as a detailed financial statement

(this is available in the form of a book

let from the Station Manager, Liz 0'

O'Brien, at 2XX). As well, all positions

on the CCBA Board were declared

open: nominated institutional dele

gates were ratified and six worker re

. presentatives positions were elected.

Over one hundred people attend

ed the meeting: a surprisingly high

figure but one that argues well for

the increased interest that 2XX has

generated this year, both in terms

of programming and community
involvement. The meeting was opened
at 8.30 pm by the retiring president

Claire McGrath. Before giving the

Board report two constitutional

changes were accepted by the meeting:

that a representative from the ACT

Trades and Labour Council be app

ointed to the CCBA Board, and that

a representative from Jobless Action

be appointed to the CCBA Board. -

There were several points that

came from the Annual Report: (1)

that 2XX cannot afford to be comp

lacent, although it has enjoyed consid

erable growth and success in the past

year, since it will probably be only
six months before they face the Aust

ralian Broadcasting Tribunal for licence

? renewal hearings.

(2) The success 2XX has gained this

year has, in part, been in response to

the Board's genuine effort to involve

more volunteer workers in the running

of the station: 'the structures are

such that openness and forthright dis

cussion can be encouraged and it is

important that all volunteer workers

become involved in decision making'.

(3) 2XX has applied for its power to

be increased to one kilowatt from

the present 300 watts but have been

told that they can only do this if they

have a directional array aerial which

would cost $200,000. There is a need

for a concerted public campaign on

this issue.

(4) Before the end of this year 2XX

intends to hold community consultat

ion meetings to which it will be invit

ing a wide cross section of community
groups.

As well, the Board recommend

ed to the meeting that the structure

of administration at the station consists

of the Station Co-ordinator, the Stat

ion Engineer, and five permanent part

time co-ordinators. This structure

greatly improves the operational side

of 2XX and was overwhelmingly

approved by the meeting.

Ian Malloy (Treasurer) in pres

enting the Financial Report, gave re

assuring news that the station was well

on the way to recovery after the catas

trophic financial position that existed

during the 1978-79 financial year. Its

income this year has trebled and has

resulted in a profit of $17,562 which

is being used , in part, to reduce cred

itors. It is a good position in which

to be since it is now able to pay the

part-time appointed workers a wage

rather than $70 in weekly stipends

while at the same time reduce its debts.
'

A new auditor, S.G. Clark is now res

ponsible for accounts.

Liz O'Brien (Station Co ordinat

or) presented the Admin. Team Reports.
?

The role of trainees at the station is

being reassessed. More trainees now

use 2XX (there were over 200 this

year) and, as a means to involve them

in station programming, an apprentice

system is being introduced. This in

volves a regular announcer taking respon

sibility for one or more trainees and

incorporating them into their program.

As such, no announcer can assume their

air-time is 'sacrosanct'.

Terry McGee (Chief Engineer

gave a general outline of the technical

status of 2XX. A new transmitter is

now in service but no improvement in

the quality of sound is possible since

there are other stations that broadcast

on the same frequency (one is located

in Ipswich, Old and another in Tasman

ia). The need to increase power was a

central them in his report. Several opt

ions are available, including moving to

a new frequency. This will be discuss

ed by the Board. Clive Miller raised

the point of a technical team being

formed under Terry's guidance so that

minor problems at the station could

be solved when Terry was not sched

uled to work.
The meeting accepted all the re

ports and began the process of electing

worker representatives. Eight workers

were nominated and the results are

listed below.

A final word comes from some

one infrequently associated with 2XX

but interested in attending the AGM

(i.e someone not familiar with the

station decision making procedures

in 'formal and informal decision mak

ing modes'): 'something seemed a litt

le bit sleazy'. The meetings procedure

was at times slack with suggested am

endments from the floor being passed
over without adequate discussion. The

budget for example was presented sup- /

erficially: how was the increased in- t
'

come obtained? Annual General /

Meetings present the opportunity, per-f

haps the only opportunity, for all

members of the PBAA to be present V

in the decision making process. Any \

discussion from the floor should be I

encouraged. As well, it should be

clearly determined at the beginning of

such meetings what procedure the

meeting will adopt: formal or inform

al?

ORGANIZATIONAL REPRESENT

ATIVES:

Australian National University:
Brendon O'Dwyer (Secretary)

ANU Research Students' Association:

ANU Students' Association: Greg Falk
Canberra College of Advanced Educat
ion: Sarah Sherwood

CCAE Students' Association: Jane

Salmon.

ACT Council of Social Service: Di

Riddell

Ethnic Broadcasting Association:.

Arvind Kalia

Canberra School of Music: Arthur

Davies

ACT Sports Council:

ACT Trades & Labour Council:

Jobless Action:

Worker Representatives:

Lydia Butchmann (President)

Ian Malloy (Treasurer)

Ian Anderson (Senior Vice-President)

Col Enright (Vice President)

Chris Castellari (Public Officer)

Lyn Philps.

stop press :

2XX NEEDS A POWER

INCREASE

Contact between the XX technical

staff and the Department of Post and

Telecommunication has indicated that
:

any application to increase transmitter

power would be rejected. There is now

a formal application to the Minister

for Post and Telecommunication for

a power increase to one kilowatt at the

present frequency of 1008 kHz or, if

this is not technically possible, for a

power increase to one kilowatt on the

vacant frequency of 1 125kHz.

2XX is seeking the committed

support of its listeners and local polit

icians in this application as 2XX plays

a vital role in serving the Canberra

community which it should be able

to reach without vast
'

financial out

. lay. They are asking their listeners,
»

especially those with reception prob
lems, to write requesting a power in

crease to the Minister for Post and

Telecommunications, the Canberra

Times and to come into 2XX and

sign a petition.

Community Radio 2XX has recently

purchased a new transmitter which J

has a capability of broadcasting at the

increased power of one kilowatt in

comparison to the 300 watt at which

we now broadcast .

It is of increasing concern that

2XX is unable to fulfil the terms of

its licence in broadcasting to the ent

ire community of Canberra and its

environs. Its present low transmitt

ing power means that a substantial

part of the community is unable to

receive 2 XX at night and reception is

poor even during daylight hours.

Concern has also been voiced by the

Ethnic Broadcasters Council that the

ethnic programmes on 2XX are not

reaching the entire non-English speak
ing community, especially in the

Quean tyey an district.

CONCERT

There will be a PRE-ELECTION

CONCERT to win support for a

power increase on* Thursday 16th

October at the Canberra Workers'

.Club. It will feature Eric Bogle,
Kathie O'Sullivan and Dennis Kevans.

j

Time: 8 pm — Cost $5.
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LOCAL MUSIC

VACAHT LOT
OK, all of you avid music fans out there,

this article is about a band who no long
er exists. In fact to be absolutely truth

ful, neither does the next band describ

ed on this page, so if you only want to

keep up with the current music scene,

don't! bother with this and go back and

read about anarchy or whatever other

delights this issue may hold in store.

I'm not even quite sure why f am''
'

writing this unless it is to record

for posterity the fact that Canberra has

some music worth writing about.

Anyway, this is about the

Vacant Lot, a band whom you may

or may not have encountered during

your stay at this salubrious establish

ment. The nucleus of this group app

eared from Garran and Burton Halls,

a fact which is interesting in itself

as during my somewhat extended

stay at this university I cannot recall

any other band of note in Canberra,

who has been so closely connected

with this uni.ersity. The Vacant

Lot were formed around July 79 and

played original songs from the start,

a fairly uncommon procedure for a

Canberra band. Four of the members

of the band Fergus Armstrong (guit

arist), George Hansen (vocalist), David

Phillip (drums) and Bruce Hart on bass

were in a rather short lived group

called Cot Death in 1978, and they

were joined by keyboardist Alex Weas

el in '79

Several interesting features make
this group worthy of notice. They did

claim to be the fastest band in Canber
ra (you may dispute among yourselves
the artistic merits of this facet of their

music), and they definitely did get
away from conventional chord patterns
and structures, keeping drums and

guitars reasonably basic and leaving a

fair bit of room for improvisation on

keyboards. It was widely recognized

that their vocalist, George, couldn't .

sing, which may seem slightly odd to

those of you who believe that a

singer should possess some vocal tal

ent but as George himself has said,

this forced the band to construct

their songs around George's voice

and forced the instruments to proy».
ide the melody. There were three song
writers in the band, Bruce, Fergus and

Alex and everyone except the drumm

er had a turn at singing, however the

lyrics, most of which were fairly per

sonal were usually quite difficult to

understand probably due in part to

bad P A. systems.

Their last performance was at the

Deakin Inn on the ninth of August
with Tactics and the Thought Crimin

als and as I'm sure those of you who

were there would agree, it was a pretty

good night. This, however is not the

end of the Vacant Lot story — they

are making an EP through the Double

think Agency in Sydney in October

and some of /ou may like to invest

in this record of one of the most

original bands Canberra has produced .«

fran.

Vacant Lot -

Lymes
v

Dark wooly coat

buttoned to the throat

A living head sticks out,
breaths and sees about. -

Afternoon is everywhere
hidden in its own glare.

On the bus

Heading west

Both of us

Felt depressed ,

Night shapes pass

Through reflections in the glass

When in transit

Nowhere you can sit

without being alone in the bad way

Try to think about the other day
'

Last night an Asian ate a sandwich in the toilet

She didn't care, being there didn't seem to spoil it

Shrill shrieking

Radio Peking

Bullshit burns in the hearth

Bullshit burns on the hearth,

Red rose in the fire.
'

Cold covered frost white grass,

Girl behind barbed wire

Wol/en scarf warms my kneck
Buttered toast soothes my plate;
Turds floating in the bath,
Girl seeks exit too late.

Pan on page; three a.m.

Electric light burns up sweat.

Mind immersed in destiny.

Girl in bed; sheet is wet.

Water drained from the tap,

Time seeps through the shower.

Bath turns, dehydrates,

Girl begins to flower.

Lazy beach, stretching slow
Waves hang limp in fear.

Fishing boat calm and stark

Girl feels danger near

Earthy road rained and wet

Fast car roams in the I if le line.

Evil curve, lurking blind;
Girl explodes her landmine

She wanders desolate

Holding soft my hand
Her eyes blur numbed in love

/ try to understand

I try to understand/ 1 try to understand

I try to understand/ / try to understand

PETER CAMPBELL

Tues. 14 Oct., 9.-12 Boot & Flogger

Wed 8 30pm: Uptite Wine Bar

Thurs 7.30: Daifullah Centre,

Currie Cres. Kingston
*

Friday, 4-6pm: ANU

8pm : Matilda's

Sunday 8 30 pm: Haydon Centre,
Franklin St.

Manuka,

with Ross Nobel Band.

CtOtNTR£X BOP
Now, some facts and figures about a

band called Quintrex Bop who are no

longer around in their current lineup.

They were formed in October 79 by
Glenn Wines (guitarist) and Paul Shee

han (bassist) who were joined by
Bryn Evans {probably better known

as Eddie Evil) on vocals and Peter

iviutKinson drums, olenn and Lddie

were together earlier in a band called .

Fab and Peter was at one point a

member of Glass. Mark Fraser (ex

drummer for Capital Punishment)

replaced Peter round about four

months ago.

A band with a definite new wave/
p~nk sound, their music was meant for

dancing and Eddie claims their influx

ences to be the Beatles, the Vitrators,

Gary Glitter and T Rex. They started
'

off doing covers but by the time their

- last lineup broke up, were doing main

ly originals on stage, the main visual

emphasis was placed on the singer

and Eddie always encouraged audience

reaction to the point of shouting abuse

at them.

The split in the c .rrent lineup
was due to half of the band's plans
to move to Sydney. Originally they

were all going to go and try to make a

name for themselves m Sydney but

? rnfortunately that didn't work out

and the future of Quintrex Bop is now

uncertain, though Glenn and Paul are

probably taking the name to Sydney.
An EP was recorded a couple of months

ago featuring a revised studio version of

Judith (the other was on the Canberra

Calling EP), and verions of 'Royalty

Sucks', 'Effigy in Plastic' and 'House

hold Garbage'. The guitarist and Peter

Dixon paid for the record and it was

engineered by Peter Coleman. Reason

able quality was achieved on the EP

and the band is relatively pleased with

it but its future release is uncertain.

Eddie has now joined Glass who can be
seen at various venues round town, and

Mark is investigating the possibility of

forming a band with ex Vacant Lot

Member Bruce Hart. So there you are,

another chapter of Canberra's music

histOry recorded for iiture generations.
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REVIEWS ?
? ? ? ?

ORGANISED CHIME

IN AUSTRALIA
Four books are here reviewed. They
are discussed in relation to how much

they reveal of organized crime in

Australia.

'

1. The Land Racket by Leonie Sand

ercock., 1979, Silverfish.

The subtitle of this book is, The
'

Real Costs of Property Speculation.

Speculating on land or houses be

longs to the realm of organized

crime for two main reasons. Firstly,

Sandercock says that by definition'

property speculation provides un

earned profit (hence theft). This

profiteering is not only highly or

ganized but also socially acceptable.

She talks of the urban land booms

in Melbourne in 19th century and

explains that what allowed some

.individuals to profit from increased

land values was simply growth in the

s size of the community.
The pattern of property speculat

ion continued into the 20th century
and now receives underhand support
from politicians and planners in strat

egic places. The 20th century approach

provides a more convincing argument,
I feel, for the existence of organized

crime. Chiefly, it is the process of

zoning which facilitates bureaucratic

corruption.

Basically, any city and its surrounds

are divided into various zones e.g. ,

rural, residential, light industrial etc.

Speculators such as insurance compan

ies, commercial banks, building societ

ies and finance qompanies can use the

money lent to them to buy up cheap
land and then attempt to pressure

and secretly lobby planning officials

to have the land rezoned, e.g. from

rural to residential.
,

The sub-divided lots can then be

sold individually for considerable pro

fits. Alternatively, government plann
ers could secretly notify a speculator
that rezoning of a particular parcel of

land was imminent. The land would

then be quickly bought up at the de

pressed price and resold after rezoning
again for considerable profit.

Sandercock points out that in this

situation it is the urban homeseeker

who loses out by paying inflated

prices for his/her %acre block of dirt

in a distant, poorly serviced housing
estate. Meanwhile,the large finance

and development corporations respon

sible for the initial swindle, keep the

new homeowner tied to them by way
of repayments.

This system of 'robbing from

the poor to give to the rich' is quite
similar to other more commonly recog

nized crime. The people who purch
ase the goods and services provided by
organized crime come from all classes

in society. That is, a heroin customer

or prostitute's customer for instance

could either be an apprentice spray

painter or a medical intern. However

once the illegal or outlaw capita! is

amassed by criminals it is ploughed
back into legal business to maintain

some type of facade, or it is paid in

bribes to officials. Either way, disad

vantaged sections of society do not

share the good fortunes of criminal

syndicates. Both the insurance comp

any and the illegal gambling house have

have the net effect of being reverse

Robin Hoods.

After a series of land purchases by
the Victorian Housing Commission

in 1973-74 it became clear to the pub
lic that corruption ran rife in the Vict

orian Liberal Government. Briefly,

the State Cabinet gave the Housing

Commission an open slather to buy
up 1,000 acres of rural land at each

of four different locations close to

the suburban fringe. $10 million

was quickly spent wjth little super

vision in order to pre-empt the Feder

al Labor Government establishing a

Land Commission for Melbourne., The

land was grossly over-valued and 2/3

of the land at Pakenham has subsequ

ently been found to be subject to

flooding. Five years later (as of last

year) none of the land has been devel

oped because the costs of establish

ing basic residential amenities are so

high.

In the wake of this scandal, an

Inquiry headed by Sir Gregory Gow

ans was conducted. Gowans repeated

ly outlined plausible hypotheses or'

scenarios as to how corruption occurr

ed but said that the evidence was insuff

icient to apportion guilt except in two

cases: a middle-level Housing Commiss

ion purchasing officer and a real estate

agent who bribed him. Gowans recom

mended that criminal proceedings be

instituted on them. He also found that

two companies and an individual had Jp
committed offences under the Estate ^

Act, but that prosecution was imposs
ible only because of the lapse in

time. Rumours circulating at the time

suggested that bribes had been paid

not so much to individuals but into

Liberal Party campaign funds.

It is not surprising that the two

Liberal M.P.S. who chose to criticize

the Hamer Government over the

land deals were subsequently expelled

from the party. This is quite similar

to the attempts to silence people

like George Freeman and Darcy Dug
an when they began to speak out on

organized crime.

On reflection, six key characterist

ics of organized crime fit property spec

ulation quite well.

. Illegality

. Markets

. Corruption

. Networks/Organizations

. Interface with legitimate . .

business

. Access to power.

That the State is a site of class

struggle is also demonstrated in The

Land Racket. The people or compan

ies with the right money and right

connections can further these interests

considerably via the vehicle of official

governmental bodies. Karl Marx's

statement that 'Property equals theft'

coincides well with Sandercock. Her

allusions suggest that perhaps Capital

ism itself could well be viewed as one

big organized criminal racket.

The Godfather in Australia

by Bob Bottom, 1979, A.H. & A.W.

Reed Pty Ltd.

A couple of paragraphs at the beginn

ing of the book describe the author as

a 'central figure in the fight against

organized crime in Australia'. He was,

in 1978, the Wran Government's In

vestigation Liaison Officer on crime

and now works for the State Oppos
ition in the same field.

His book suffers from shallow

ness because he tries to cover so

much material. Going right back to

the 1920's, he describes the early

mafia-style activities of the Italian

immigrants living in the Queensland

canefield areas, emphasizing the Black

Hand of Fate. Allegedly, this is a sec

ret criminal society responsible for

most of the underworld murders up

until the 1960's. It was then that the

term mafia came into common usage

in Australia. Bottom persists in using

the term' mafia' interchangeably with

organized crime simply because it is

used so extensively, however he him

self states that,

'In the realm of organized crime

much remains obscure or impenetrable,

depending on false images .' (p. 14)

Bottom ferretted out a report that

was presented to the Government in

1965 but never officially released. It

was prepared by the F.B.I, hotshot

on mafia, John Cusack. In it lie alleg
ations of a master organization called

'the Honoured Society'.

'From the proceeds of rackets, soc

iety leaders made loans to new migr
ants to buy farms,, trucking runs and

fruit and vegetable shops, then forced

them to sell through society commiss

ion agents. Thus compelled to contin

ue paying extortionate tribute, some

farmers remained impoverished —

virtual slaves to the mafia.' (p.22)

This example is an important step

in development of Bottom's theory

of the powerful links between over

seas syndicates and Australian crim

inals. True to the book's subtitle, Or

ganized Crime's Australian connect

ions, Bottom launches into a series of

episodes variously headed, The Las

Vegas Connection, the Los Angeles

Connection, The Thailand Connection,

and so on. However, they read like a

string of newspaper reports, lacking

coherency, more interested in the

names than the social/economic con

ditions which gave rise to the syndic
ates.

Where analysis is offered it's us

ually wide of the mark. For instance,

he mentions that criminals also get

into legitimate business fields, but ig

nores the more frequent situation of

legitimate businesses which start runn

ing illegal goods on the side. Occasion
ally juicy, often repetitive, I can't

really recommend Bottom's book to

anyone seriously interested in organ
ized crime in Australia.

NARC! Inside the Australian Bureau
of Narcotics, by Bernard Delaney,

1979, Angus & Robertson.

The author is the former Southern

Regional Commander of the Narcotics

Bureau. His style is quite humourous;
the book reads like a boy's adventure

story full of daring men involved in ex

citing challenging adventures.

Speaking about his first exper
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I
ience with 'drugs' in 1964 he says,

\
'We saw this kind of (police) en

5 quiry as something new, something a

little different and more interesting

\ than the prostitutes, lesbians and homo

\
. sexuals who occupied our working

j! hours.' Of one of his fellow policemen

Delaney writes,

\
'. . . none matched Clements in

? tenacity. He wouldn't give up, and
^

this unusual challenge was exactly the

, kind he loved.' (p.3)

5 Combined with this style was a

heavy moralistic slant:

'We must make Australia a most

unpleasant place for the germs that

live on the filthy narcotics.' (p.150).

Delaney's estimation of organiz
?

| ed crime is often erroneous. He

§ equates the heroin dealers with the

v pro-marijuana lobby:

I
. . . How skilled were those

who challenged the police to come to

I university campuses to arrest them for

I smoking marijuana.

I The smugglers knew their job

( and did it well.'

il In this instance he displays his

| ignorance of the fact that it is in the

|i
best interests of the illegal drug traff

j

ickers to keep their drugs illegal.

In another instance Delaney

definitively states that,

i! '... Organized crime can ex

3 ist only within N.S.W. and in no

; other state of the Commonwealth.'

I Even according to some of Delaney's

I
stories especially involving Ian Brown

|
this statement is plainly false.

| Brown, a Chief Narcotics Agent,

I was suspended on suspicion of his

sudden increase in wealth. (He had

|
an expensive new car and dressed

|
well above his means). Brown quickly

|
resigned. Subsequent investigations

[j

within the Bureau revealed that the

I
$40,000 deposited in his bank book

coincided neatly with the 40lbs of

'Lebanese Gold' hash ($1,000/lb.)

\ approx. street price) missing from the

I
Bureau's safe.

|

In order to continue his illegal

! dealings after his resignation, Brown

I secretly approached Steadfast, an old

I friend inside the Bureau hoping he'd

|

act as an early warning device. Stead

f fast, however, began taping their sec

\
ret meetings with a small wellconceal

l
ed tape recorder. With 18 tapes

; amassed, loaded with Brown's indis

j
cretions and incriminations, the Bur

|

eau moved in and arrested him.

\ Delaney's description of the

| types of people involved in organized
l crime may be more helpful:

jj

. 'We were dealing with groups,

I be they Ethnic or other who could

I afford to fly their members to a re

I;
mote place expressly to import nar

|

cotics. The person picked to make the

|

journey usually had no criminal history

I and had a business or family cover ex

|

plaining the journey to Lebanon, Singa
I pore, Bangkok or Hong Kong. All costs

|
would be met. If something went

I wrong bail would be forthcoming and

|
defence costs would be paid.' (pp.93-4)

|

Apart from the collusion between

organized criminals and law enforce

ment officials, Delaney points out that

! Australia is an especially attractive pro

| position to international drug traffick

ers because of low bail requirements .

; and slack sentencing. In one case a

j

judge concluded by saying that cann

|
abis was 'one of the least baneful of

[

the prohibited drugs'. Where he could

have fined the defendant $4,000 and

j

sentenced him to 10 years gaol, he

fined the man $400 with six months

to pay. The decision left both the Pol

ice Drug Squad and the Narcotics Bur

eau 'more than a little demoralized'.

Further legal problems for the Bureau

stemmed from the fact that the defend

ants had the money to hire far better

lawyers than those from the Deputy
Crown Solicitor's Office who represent

ed the Bureau in court.

Most books on organized crime

tend to concentrate on the criminals

and their activities. NARC! is rare be

cause it uncovers the workings of a

law enforcement agency. Delaney goes

on about bureaucratic power games,

making some particularly bitter comm

ents about the NSW police force. How

ever the biggest gripe he has is about

'ignorant' and 'incompetent' Federal

parliamentarians and public servants.

The Narcotics Bureau has been contin

ually hampered by bureaucratic red

tape which has hindered it gaining

access to first class mail, limited the

use of electronic aids and refused

them. the right to intercept telephone

conversations. (The ASIO Bill, 1979,

removes these limitations.)

NARC! is good fun to read but

bears only slight relevance to an anal

ysis of organised crime.

HEROIN IN AUSTRALIA,

by David Hirst, 1979 Quartet

Books, Melbourne.

The author is a freelance journalist

writing for newspapers and journals

such as Nation Review, R.A.M., and

the Australian Weed. During five

years at the ANU no less than ten
? of his friends died through heroin.

Consequently his approach is genuine

and quite helpful for gaining an un

derstanding of organized crime and

its role in promoting and distributing

drugs.

By way of history, he goes

back to the late 1960's and reveals

where heroin from the Golden Tri

angle was being marketed. The bulk

of it found its way through the US

servicemen in the region back to the

US. A crackdown initiated by the

US Government in Thailand in 1972

effectively reduced this trade by 75%.

The economies of not only the tribes

but also the relevant armies and gov

ernments in south east Asia were

drastically threatened. Hence the per

iod from 1972 to 1977 saw a dramat

ic increase of Asian 'smack' appearing

in Holland, France, West Germany
and Australia.

The tall poppies of the industry

are the Chin Chow Chinese business

men, the Triad Society. They found

Western countries attractive markets

for a number of reasons: we are aff

luent, industrial state%with a large

middle class, a recently emerged
'youth culture' and considerable crim

inal organizations ready to diversify

into drug trafficking. As well as hav

ing these attributes, Austalia is also

geographically close to Thailand and

has a vast ineffectively policed coast

line. All these factors combine to pro

duce the incredibly high profit margin

of at least 10,000% between Bangkok
? and Sydney.

Such high profits attract the .

criminal syndicates with the largest

financial resources, syndicates able to

purchase as much protection as they
need. Hirst quotes Andrew Clark who

wrote in the National Times in 1978

that,

'. . .
about 18 months ago

members of the Chinese secret societ

ies, the Triads or Tongs, probably the.

most ruthless and feared criminal

group in the world, moved into Aust

ralia.' (p.41 ) Al McCoy, in his book

The Politics of Heroin in South-East

At'ia, goes further to assert that the

Chinese syndicates have allied them

selves with the American mafia 'part-

icularly in the field of gambling and

narcotics', (p.41)

Hirst describes a couple of dev

elopments on the Australian scene

which led organized crime to be

come interested in drug trafficking.

Firstly, there was the great influx of

US servicemen coming to Sydney on

R 'n' R leave. They spent over $80
million mostly in Kings Cross. Up to

40% of them were heroin addicts.

Hence the market was well established

by the early 1970's, attracting increas

ing numbers of Australian users. As

the penalties stiffened, the street

prices soared and organized crime be

gan stepping in.

The organised crime take-over

of the drug trafficking scene is well

illustrated by the demise of the

'corner-shop' basis of marijuana »

distribution. The expression 'corner-

shop' describes the relaxed, unsoph
isticated and disorganized distribution

of marijuana, a system which had

evolved in the late 1960's and existed

right up until 1976. It was then that

the increased availability and popular
ity of 'smack' altered the system radic

. ally. Throughout the winter of 1976

gangs of thugs moved around to Syd
ney and Melbourne dope dealers, in

timidating them, and forcing some to

start dealing in 'smack'. With the

'corner-shops' smashed, a 'supermark-

et chain' was established and maintain

ed by the profits involved as well as

the fact that the consumers were now

addicts.

Hirst contrasts prostitution and

gambling with heroin distribution say

ing that the former two are largely

centralized operations requiring known

haunts, while heroin 'requires a decent

ralized networks. Its weapons of terr

or and intimidation must be able to

function in middle .class suburbs and

country towns, in addition to the docks

and the red light areas.' (p.38).

It is interesting to note that like

Delaney, Hirst too describes the poor
relations between the various Federal

and State law enforcement agencies

in Australia. One example of how

this phenomenon operates to the ad

vantage of organized crime is the poor

flow of information about criminals

in Australia. Hirst mentions for inst

ance, the Australian Crime intelligence

Centre which collects data on all

known criminals in the country but

offers no immediate access to State

police forces who might be in pursuit

of suspects. (This information, by the

way, is stored on computerized file

under Melville Hall here on the ANU

campus).

The role of the police in facilit

ating organized drug running is also

revealed by Hirst. He says that because

the main reason for existence of Police

Drug Squads and the Australian Bur

eau of Narcotics is to apprehend the

drug traffickers, it is not in their inter

ests to clear up the trade completely;

they would then be jobless. Rather,

they regulate illegal drug usage and

consequently have a fair idea of who's

who in the heroin scene. From this

position they can capitalise on media

scares by successfully claiming the

need for more money and men to

'fight' crime.

The police are also in the posit

ion of paying informants for tip-offs.

Hirst quotes Ian Brown, the disgraced

ex-narcotics agent, in describing the

case where the informant (or dog) sup

plies a policeman (his handler) with

information. The policeman moves in

and confiscates the drugs which he

then turns around and sells to the

informant who in turn resells the

drugs. The policeman isflthen
notified

as to who possesses the drugs and

then he moves in to confiscate them

again. A continuous process, this is

known in the underworld as 'recycling'.

With lurks like this available the police

are much happier monitoring the

'smack' market than the dope market.

Marijuana networks as they persist

today are mostly too diverse and

sm?ll scale to enter into and make

quantities of money.

Despite the fact that Heroin in

Australia is dealing with the organ
ized criminal distribution of only

one commodity, it is so full of acc

urate insights above and beyond the

heroin scene that I recommend it

highly.

Nick Hopkins.
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A.N.U. ALP STUDENTS CLUB
The ALP Students' Club has risen to

new ranks with the election of two of

its prominent members to the execut

ive of the National Council of ALP

Students (CALPS). Stephen Bartos

was elected as President and Ian Nolan

as Secretary at the recent National

Conference of CALPS, held here at

ANU during the term break.

Delegates of Labor Clubs from

universities ranging from Brisbane to

Tasmania discussed policy issues and

ways of lobbying the Labor Party. Ed

ucation and Women's issues are the

immediate areas of concern. The Con

ference elected an Education Officer, .

Phil O'Donoghue, from Flinders Uni

versity, and a Women's Officer, Fiona

McKenna from the University of

Queensland.' Any student interested

in CALPS policy in these areas can con

_

tact Phil and Fiona at addresses given

below.

The outgoing President, Stephanie

Kay, said the 1 980 CALPS Conference

has been most encouraging. CALPS has

again reaffirmed its support for AUS

and the rights of students to control

their own affairs-.

On Monday 8th September ACT

Young Labor and the ANU ALP Stud

ents' Club held a joint meeting to pres

ent the ALP candidates for the ACT.

Senator Ryan, Ken Fry, MP for Fraser

and Ros Kelly, the candidate for Can

berra, gave short speeches emphasising

Australian ownership and control of

our own resources and their develop
ment. John Langmore who holds the

second Senate ticket for the ALP was

unfortunately unable to attend the

meeting.

Sue Ryan denounced the pres

ent government for not implementing

existing anti-monopolistic legislation,
-?

particularly. against foreign firms to

whom they are giving every investment

incentive. She said: 'for the five years

I have been in Parliament there has been

a marked decline in Australian owner

ship of industry.' While other countries

are tightening control of their resources

Australia is making her resources more

freely available. The Prime Minister

seems to be 'ideologically engulfed in

big business
'

Sue also talked of the blatant

government interference in the suppos

edly independent ABC. Australia also

has, she mentioned, one of the largest

concentrations of ownership of the

media in the world. The ALP will im

plement existing legislation which will

help break up the media conglomerat
ions.

The ALP will also amend the T rade

Practices Act to help prevent monopol
ies being formed by the large corporat

ions The promotion of alternate med

ia and its funding, particularly of pub

licradio, will also be promoted.
Ken Fry said the ALP, when el

ected, would repeal the 1979 ANU

Amendment Act. He further stated

that the ALP was committed to

the principle of compulsory unionism

and called the Fraser government's

attitude 'discriminatory, snide and a

deliberate attempt to undermine the

principle of unionism/' He called the

1979 ANU Amendment Act 'a dis

gusting piece of legislation,' and stated

he was pleased at the way the students

have opposed it.

Ken stated the ALP would give

the ACT more jobs -Two ways of do

ing this would be to sensibly, review

staff ceilings in the public Service. A

few, he said, should be cut, but many

departmen ts were 'grossly understaff

ed'. In connection with this he men

tioned that the psychiatric hospital at

Watson had twenty empty beds, and

that patients had to be sent to hospit

als in N.S W. This was socially upsett

ing for the patients and their relatives

and also economic nonsense; all be
cause staff ceilings prevented employ
ing enough staff to make the beds

available.

1,300 jobs could also be found

immediately with the National Comm

unity Service Corps. There is 4-5 years

work available in planting forests in

the ACT. He also mentioned that no

government houses have been built for

almost two years, and yet the govern

ment was selling houses at the rate of

300 a year. The waiting time for govern

ment houses in Canberra has grown to

14 months. In a situation of rising

rents and house prices, and less access

to rebates, an ALP government would

resume government house building pro

grammes With 7,000 jobless, Ken said,

'the government has no sympathy at all

for the unemployed in Canberra.'

Ken also mentioned the present

government's stand on foreign affairs.

He talked of Mr Fraser's 'stupid attit

ude' in the continued recognition of

Pol Pot, and said that Australia should

not be a too! of American imperialism

'Go and see who controls Pine Gap' he

urged. He also deplored the enactment

earlier this year of the ASIO Bill which
reduced Parliamentary control over

ASIO.

Ken concluded by expressing his

support for the women who attempted
to march on Anzac Day. The RSL

were running out of people to march

and he said they would rather have

marching girls and cub scouts than

anti-war marchers. He hoped 'they

will try and march again next year.'

Ros Kelly, perhaps had the most

urgent message. She urged everyone to

register quickly, and preferably in the

constituency of Canberra/which lies

south of Burley Griffin. She has been

in the Legislative Assembly for five

years and was also a founding member

of the Legal Aid Commission She

said, 'many people are coming to me .

instead of Haslam with their problems'
The seat of Canberra is one which

Labor can win, and, said Ros, 'I need

your help to do it.'

The ANU ALP Students' Club

urges all students to make sure they

are enrolled, especially if they have ,

' '

?

addresses in South Canberra. Further

details can be gained by contacting the

President, Jeff Dalton, at: Ursula Coll

ege.

Women's Officer

Fiona McKenna, .
?

C/- Women's Dept. .

Uni of Queensland, -

St. Lucia Old

Education Off iceg, C^ LPS,

Phil O'Donoghue,
C/ BRC, Flinders Uni,

Bedford Park, SA

R Jf. Greenland for the

ANUALPSC .. ;
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BUTTON ON EDUCATION cont.
tQ. The main emphasis will be on prim

ary and secondary education ?

A. Yes. And very much needs geared

where we directed money into school

education was areas which we perceive

as the most clearly documented disad

vantaged, so — migrant education, handi

capped children, country disadvantaged

programs, the disadvantaged schools

program
— they're all' specified, and

what the expenditure increasesw we

would make in respect to each of those

areas of disadvantage. Now, it's not

just because of those programs. It comes

back to the question of access to

higher education, which we were talking

about before. Those are the groups who

have less chance of getting through the.

system.

Q. What about areas such as childcare,

which is important to women in society?

A. All we've done about this is in terms

of the coming election is to say that we

will continue existing child care programs

and pre-school programs into the problem
of expenditure as they are now until we

can try and get the States together and

bang their heads about this issue, because

I. have every three months or so a meet

ing with the state parliamentary spokes
personson education, the Ministers in

New South Wales and Tasmania, Victoria

and South Australia, and the Shadow

Ministers and there is a different view

about these issues in every State, about

the priority we give to childcare, and pre

schools. You know there is a difference

in the education community, within the

people concerned about child care, about

a lot of these things. In our education

program we talk about providing access

to non-institutional education,

things like that.

It comes back to your question about

women, there are many more women,'
and particularly mature aged women

participating in post-secondary educ

ation now, as a spin-off, if you like, of

the abolition of fees, than there were

a few years ago. There are also immense

problems, particularly in the outer sub

urbs where people will just not come to

institutionalised education. There must

be community Adult Education programs

replicated all over Australia..

Q. Well there 's been talk about a greater

need in areas of special education, migr
ant education, etc. Following from these

papers your office has released, / pre

sume a Labor government would be

committed to increasing expenditure and

staffing in those sorts of areas.

A. Sure. In all those programs of the

Commonwealth which are basically ad

ministered through the Schools Comm

ision we are committed to expansion.

But, nonetheless there is a reality that

there are some teacher training instit

utions which shouldn't be there/In

Victoria, (I don't know about New Souti

Wales it's probably as bad) but in Victor
ia there are sixteen institutions produc
ing teacher trainees. Now that's just

mad. What wehave suggested, in some

areas there is a severe redundancy prob
lem in the CAEs in education faculties...

Now what we suggested is that you .

really want to free up the education

system right down the line, and there

is no reason why in the immediate fut

ure while those problems of redundancy

exist, the CAE staff who are presumably

experts and educationalists should not

be seconded to Commonwealth govern

ment Schools Commission programs.

There is a lot of work in the field in

special education, and to a lesser ex

tent in migrant education, . . . but in all

sorts of programs like research and dev

elopment programs. You just keep
them on the Commonwealth payroll

and employ them in the field for a

while. The whole system can benefit

from that — sort of shake it all up.

That gets over some of the problems
of the CAEs. It's ridiculous to be mak

ing people who are presumably and

hopefully have certain talents and

skills redundant.

Q. One final question: would a Labor

government be committed to repealing

the ANU Act and getting out of stud

ent politics.

A. The answer is Yes — and the

CAE Act. It's stupid - the universities

being seen as national institutions,

which is the garbage that is talked

about.
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THE STATE

FOR CRIMES AGAINST INDIVIDUALS

THEFT — Taxation, emipe.it domain, confiscation of drugs, books, weapons, etc.

REPRESSION —censorship liquor laws sex laws, anti-trust laws, etc

SLAVERY — Selective Slavery System (conscription)

KIDNAPPING — compulsory indoctrination of children in statist schools

NUISANCE —licensing drug raids, vice raids; 'blue' laws, etc.

FRAUD —Social Security, public education foreign aid, and various other

social experiments.

ALIASES: Crazy Mai, Public Servant, Welfare State, Big Brother, World

Peacemaker etal.

DESCRIPTION: height — piled higher and deeper

weight — as much as he can throw around

eyes — his 'EYE
'

is everywhere.

OCCUPATION: professional thug of the 'silent majority' V

CAUTION: subject is heavily armed and dangerous and is frequently found

lurking in and around world councils in the company of other

states.

WORONI
ISSUED BY: Box 4

Canberra


